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The Sacred Heart Review
is owned and published by the

REVIEW PUBLISHING CO.,
a corporation organized under the laws
of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts,
and consisting of the leading Catholic
clergymen of New England.

Important additions to the extensive
plant have lately been maele, including new

type, presses, and other machinery of the
improved patterns.
The Review now has regular correspondence from the principal Catholic
centres of Europe.
A number of distinguished writers
have been added to the editorial staff.
The paper consists of from sixteen to
twenty pages, and other pages will be
added as occasion demands.
The management of the Review remains in the same hands as heretofore.
The bishops of the country, assembled
in the Council of Baltimore, appealed to
the clergy to use the press for the protection of Catholic interests, saying " It
is culpable and unbecoming to neglect
this powerful means for the defense and
propagation of the faith." We therefore
cheerfully undertake this labor, and contribute from our means, so that by our
united efforts the scope and usefulness of
this excellent paper may be enlarged, and
it may be made still more worthy ejf a
place in every Catholic home.
It has been a source of satisfaction to
most

:

ns to know that the Review has been
conducted according to the highest Cath-

:

olic ideals and that it is held in special
esteem by the clergy and the intelligent
laity of New England. The Most Key.
Archbishop anil Rt. Key. Bishops of the
Province, without being at all responsible
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Pastor St. Leo'sChurch,Leominster, Mass.
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I'aste.r St. Mary's Church,
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John Synnott.
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Rev. Joseph Synnott,
i'aste.r church of the Assumption,
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Rev. Terence Smith,

Past..r St. Joseph's Church,
Pittsfield, Mass.
Kkv. Thomas Smyth.
Pastor Church eef the' Sacred Heart,
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Kkv. Arthur J. Teeling, P. R.,
St. Mary's Church, Lynn, Mass.
Kkv. Thomas H. Wallace.,
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OFFICERS:
President, Very Key. Mgr. Thomas Mageiiuis, P. R.
Vice-Presidents: lit. Rev. Monsignor
Griffin, D. D.; Very Rev. John E.
Barry, Y. G., P. R.j Rev. Denis O'Callaghan, Rev. Edward McSweeny,
Rev. Jamas Coyle, Rev. Thomas
Bre.elerick, Rev. Daniel O'Sullivan,
P. R.
Treasurer, Rev. John O'Brien.
Clerk, Rev. Philip J. O'Donnell.
Directors: Very Key. Mgr. Thomas Magennis, I'. R,, Rev. James O'Doherty,
P. R., Rev. Daniel Murphy, P. R., Rev.
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Clark, Rev. J.J. McCoy, P. R-; Rev.
M. MeKeown, Key. Philip J. O'Donnell,
Rev. John O'Brien.
Manaoinq Director, Rev. John O'Brien.
MS * Bey. Win. K. Powers has been appointed to preach at the invitation of the
pastors and to Introduce the Review into
the Catholic homes of New England.
Pastors desiring to communicate with
Fr. Powers will please address him at
East Cambridge, Mass.
1

HOW BEST TO ADVERTISE.
Business men, who are approached by
the advertising solicitors of religious
Journals, not Infrequently put to themselves the question Do religious papers
pay advertisers??anil the answer?if the
business man considers the question in
its proper aspects is invariably?yes.
Religions papers pay because they go into
the heart of the home and come closer to
the people than any other class of papers. They are read leisurely from the
first page to the last, not hurriedly
skimmed anil thrown aside, as are the
dailies. They contain topics of interest
for every member of the family and are
especially interesting to women, who are
the great buyers?the real economists
anil home-builders. Two-thirds of all the
advertisements written appeal especially
and directly to women. They purchase
almost everything the family neeels or
desires. Their own wants are innumerable.
An advertisement in a religious
journal is never lost. The papers are
tiled away. The advertisement is read
throughout the week. The advertisements in yesterday's dailies are more flat,
stale and unprolitable than are the leading
articles of yesterday. The advertisements
good for an
in the daily are ephermal
hour those of the religious weekly are
good to be reael seven days in the week

:
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autism came into being free cities and states
nourished in various parts of Christendom. "The
divine right of things," by the way, is more of
Protestant teaching than it is anything else.
a
The very cordial and generous reference of the
Congrcgationalist to the Catholic University and
The question whether or not the Anglican EsDr. Shanahan's able reply to Prof. Fiske's Idea tablishment and its offshoot, the Protestant Episof God," reproduced from our contemporary's copal sect, believe in the Real Presence would
columns on page 898 of this week's Review, de- seem to be authoritatively
settled by the recent
serves recognition and reading.
utterance of the Anglicanarchbishop of York who,
Having failed to get recognition for their in- in his Diocesan Magazine, in the April issue, declares that the church of England "does not say?
valid orders from Rome, the Anglicans are now
not even inquire
whether any and what
looking to Moscow for it. In this they are only does
change has passed over" the elements after the
courting another disappointment, however; for
recited the prescribed prayer.
they will be bowed out of court there as they re- minister has
cently were at Rome, and given to understand that
In the recent Protestant Episcopal celebrations
their case is hopeless.
held here in Boston, in commemoration, of Bp.
Bass' consecration, and at New York, on the ocJ. R. DuNi.or, publisher of the Chicago
casion of a notable anniversary of Trinity Church,
Dispatch, went to Joliet prison recently to serve theseveral
speakersprudently refrained from boastout his sentence of two years for sending obscene
overmuch of the loyalty of their sect in the
ing
matter through the mails. This will not be retrying days of the revolution. Perhaps they had
gretted by the supporters of pure journalism, and in mind in
so doing what Rev. Dr. Barton, Conit may serve as a warning to others who have been
gregationalist, stated in a recent sermon in this
circulating newspaper lilth.
city, when he declared of those days that broadly
speaking, when the struggle came, it was the
Ireland is not the only place where bulls are
Episcopal
church that supported the king."
made
though, for that matter, other countries
have always surpassed the Emerald Isle in such
The Independentparades, with evident pleasure,
products. A Connecticut legislator declared, in a some statistics which, apparently, make it appear
speech he made in opposition to a proposed enact- that, instead of gaining ground in Prussia, the
ment, the other day that eagles get their teeth Church is losing there. Figures are said to be ininto everything they can lay their hands on."
capable of lying; but they are often made by outside agencies to do so. That Catholicism is conThe
Higli"-cliurchmen in the F.piscopalian stantly gaining ground in the land that gave birth
sect,who are flattering themselves that their views to Lutheranism is something that has
frequently
are going to prevail in that denomination, are
been admitted by Protestants themselves; and
warned by a contributor to the current number of
only quite recently the Berlin Tageblatt, lamenting
the Church that there is a very large element in that fact, said that slowly, but surely,
Catholithe F.piscopalian body who are thorough Protestcism is taking root in our once so thoroughly Protants, and who will sooner unite with the evangeli- estant Thuringia."
cal Protestant sects than remain in one that beThe answer of the Anglican archbishops to the
comes prepondcratingly ritualistic.
papal pronouncement of the invalidity of Anglican
The generous tribute which his successor in the orders has been virtually repudiated by two Angliollicc his death vacated paid the other day to the can bishops, whose letters appear in a recent issue
late Postmaster Coveney was but a continuation of the English Churchman. The bishop of Sodor
of the many eminent encomiums that have been and Man declares that the archbishops' letter can
passed upon that lamented otlicial by the press only be regarded "as an expression of their own
and the people without partisian distinction. The opinion," and
can in no wise be considered as
city of which he was a native and life-long binding on English churchmen." Bp. Courtenay,
resident naturally deplores his loss most and gave late of Kingston, Jamaica, says that the term
becoming expression to its sorrow at last week's sacrifice is used by the archbishops with (as it apmunicipal meeting.
pears to be an intentional) ambiguity," and he
avows himself in sympathy with those who anWe hazard the prediction that the Traveler, in tagonize the attempt of the archbishops "to comits latest attempt to replenish its depleted treasury mit the entire church of England to the speculaand rehabilitate its bankrupt reputation among tive theories of a party." Will our "high"Catholics, by inaugurating a voting contest, with church contemporaries, which claimed that the
teachers in Boston's principal Catholic Sunday- Anglican church spoke Dy the lips of Drs. Temschools as candidates, has overshot the mark. It ple and Maclagan, now condemn these recalcitrant
might have succeeded, partially at least, in swell- prelates as rebels and heretics ?
ing its sinking funds had it called for contributions
Is the Review of two weeks ago, at the request
from its benighted constituency for the purpose of
sending missionaries to Italy to
convert" the of Rev. Mr. Taylor of Springfield, 111., we stated
Pope; but, as it is, its latest appeal for aid seems that he was not the Anglican Canon Taylor whose
condemnation of the reply of the Anglican archdoomed, as it should be, to failure.
bishops to the papal pronouncement of the inval11- the Northwestern Christian Advocate were idity of Anglican orders was quoted in a previous
better acquainted with the history of the world issue of this paper. In a letter sent by him to the
than it seems to lie, it would not intimate, as it Living Church, Rev. Mr. Taylor of Springfield,
does iv its issue of May "., that Catholicism and 111., unfairly accuses the Review with having atpopular free government are somewhat antagonis- tributed to him the utterances of Canon Taylor of
tic to each other. Our contemporary ought to re- Liverpool. Isn't it incumbent upon him now to
member that it was through Catholic agencies correct that assertion? By the way, the Illinois
that the Magna Charta, whence came our popular Dr. Taylor appears to have made himself somerights, was won; and that long liefore Protest- what of a laughing-stock by the way in which he

EditoralNotes.

"

?

"

?

"

"

"

"

"

"
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hastened to deny that he was not the Anglican
divine whose condemnation of the Anglican archbishops' letter we quoted. The St. Louis Church
Progress says of him :
The American Archdeacon Taylor is so little posted in the affairs of
his own denomination as to rush into print in the
last New York Churchman to disclaim the authorship of any such disquieting statements " as those
of his Anglican namesake.

''

The Philadelphia correspondent of the Watchman, who is a Protestant doctor of divinity,
speaks of the Quaker city as one " where Protestantism is so strong and influential and Romanism
(sic) comparatively so weak and inconspicuous."
We have no knowledge of the strength or influence
which Protestantism wields in Philadelphia; but
we very much doubt if any one of the Protestant
sects, or the whole of them together, possess anything like the strength or influence of the seventyfive Catholic parochial churches that exist in Abp.
Ryan's episcopal city. To speak of the inconspicuousness of Catholicism in a city where it has
three-quarters of a hundred of parishes is certainly refreshing.

In an article in Zion's Herald, on "Curious Custhe Old Colony," we find the following :?

toms of

"They had no religious service at funerals. Not till
after a hundred years from the landing at Plymouth did
it become common to offer a prayer or make an address
on such an occasion.
This omission, like their disregard for Christmas, was due to their extreme horror
of the practices pursued or sanctioned by Roman Catholics. They feared that ceremonies over the dead would
grow into prayers for their souls and the invocation of
saints. It was perhaps for a similar reason that civil marriages were the rule throughout the earlier generations.
Not until 1(192 were the clergy first authorized to officiate
at weddings. Before that, magistrates tied the knot.
And there were cases not a few when couples married
themselves; but this was regarded as disorderly and
visited with fines. Richard Bellingham, governor of
Massachusetts in 1611, was brought before the General
Court for marrying himself. But as he presided there,
and refused to leave the bench during the trial, the
case was postponed, amid much excitement, and was
not again called up."

This last is funny enough to be made the theme
of a comic opera of the Gilbert & Sullivan type.
"lolanthe" can not produce a more ludicrous
situation than that of the governor who married
himself presiding at his own trial. Truly the
early New Englanderswere sometimes serio-comic.

In his excellent address at the celebration on
the evening of May 4, of the fiftieth anniversary
of the organization of the town of Lawrence,
the Rev. James T. O'Reilly, after paying
a warm tribute to the memory of Fr. O'Donnell and giving a history of the Catholic Church
in the city in which he was, alluded to the fact
that the Catholics now number about fifty-three
per cent, of the population, and said :?
" The relations existing between priests and other de-

nominational ministers are most cordial. 1 never knew
any of them to meet at a game of poker like our legal
brethren, no, not even for buttons ?but I have seen
priest and minister at the1 same table in deep study over
a game of chess. I have seen them riding in the same
carriage, and I have no eloubtyou might find them many
a time scorching side by side on Jackson street extension. I have seen them standing shoulder to shoulder
on this platform in more than one well fought battle
for the maintenance of human liberty and the cause of
suflering humanity. It was only the other day that our
city missioner and myself were before the supreme
court of the state in Boston to secure for a bereaved
mother the custody of her two children illegally kept
from her.''

In conclusion Fr. O'Reilly said he was proud of
the opportunity to speak in defence of the fair
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fame of the city in the presence of the governor
and other invited guests from out of town and to
proclaim his belief that Lawrence had one of the
best governed and most orderly and law-abiding
municipalities in the commonwealth of Massachusetts.

In Mary's Month.
Some of the sweetest poems in the English language have been written in honor of the Mother of
God, to whom Catholics the whole world over are
paying especial honors during this month; and
not a few of those poems have come from Protestant pens. In a volumeof verse lately published
in London, the author being Alfred Gurney, M.
A., arc found the following lines which seem particularly appropriate for quotation in these May

days

:

?

"A home she makes where'er Our Lady goes:
Her bosom is the garden of the rose,
At her approach the Winter turns to Spring,
Beneath her feet the flowers laugh and sing
With bloom and fragrance, perfuming the air,
So glad are they her presence to declare.
«?

With diamond dew the paths she treads arc wet:
The snowdrop pure, the contrite violet,
The primrose meek, the ardent crocus, all
The children of the Spring kept festival;
And, more than all, the lilies! oh, how fair,
Or in her golden zone, or golden hair! "

There

Others.
Writing from Jerusalem to a Chicago daily
paper, Rev. John 11. Barrows, D. D., who was so
prominent in the Parliament of Religions held in
the former place a few years ago, characterizes a
Baptist mission that was lately started in the Holy
City as "entirely unworthy of confidence and supit deserves to be
port," and adds that
stigmatized as a fraud." These statements have
a particular interest for those credulous American
Baptists who have contributed toward the maintenance of the fraudulent Jerusalem mission. If
Dr. Barrows, however, is desirousof finding similar
fraudulent establishments, he can discover them
nearer home than Palestine. He might, on his
way back from Jerusalem, look into those
Methodist missions at Rome, for the support of
which some of our Methodist brethren have contributed quite liberally; and, if he tells the truth
about them, he will characterize them as "entirely
unworthy of confidence and support." He might
investigate the McAll missions in France, the
Barnado establishments in London, and when he
gets back to this side of the Atlantic, he might inspect the Protestant missions down in Mexico and
in certain South American countries. All these
institutions are of the same type and character.
They all deserve to be stigmatized as frauds, and
have been 'so designated time and again by impartial examiners. They accomplish no good;
they make no real converts for Protestantism, and
about the only things they exist for is to furnish
places for broken-down or discredited preachers, to
wheedle money out of gullible Protestants, and to
stir up trouble and strife in the communities that
are burdened with their infliction upon them.
Ape

"

Bishop Grafton's Pretensions.

If Bp. Grafton, the Episcopalian prelate of
Fond dv Lac, Wis., were only authorized to speak
for the Anglicans and Protestant Episcopalians,
we mio-lit know what sort of faith those sectarians
entertain regarding the Eucharist and the Real
Presence. In a recent tract Dr. Grafton, addressing some other Protestants, whom he calls
" sectarians," and explaining to them why they
may not receive communion in his churches, says
that " your communion is only a memorial ser.
the
vice
a memorial of a past event
death of Christ; but in ours, by the consecration
of the elements, Christ is really and truly present.
We receive His Body and Blood." Unfortunately for Dr. Grafton, though, the archbishops
of the Anglican church, in their recent letter
as

...

?

?
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pointed out a few weeks ago by an English commentator on that document
hold that in the
is
Anglican church communion just what the Fond
dv Lac prelate says it is with those " sectarians"
a memorial of a past event
of whom he speaks
Christ
and they deny the Real
the death of
as
he asserts it. They ccr.
explicitly
Presence as
authorized
to speak for Anglicantainly arc better
and
if they deny that their
;
ism than Dr. Grafton
church possesses any such a communion as he
describes, it follows that there is no such communion in Protestant Episcopalianism. Dr.
Grafton's words and his prohibition to "sectarians"
to receive the Body and Blood of Christ, ridiculous
as they arc from his lips, might very properly be
addressed by a Catholic bishop or priest to those
Ritualists who as some of them are said to do?
present themselves at Catholic altar-rails and do
not hesitate to accept Communion from Catholic
clergymen, who would be compelled to deny it to
them if their true religious character were known.
?

?

?

?

?

The Penalty of Proscription.
The Manitoba government, which is treating
with atrocious unfairness the Catholic population
of the province, by depriving them of their educational rights, is now in a fair way of learning, at
least in a measure, that injustice does not pay and
there are penalties wliich proscription has to face.
The government is exceedingly anxious to attract
immigrants to Manitoba, and, in the hope of securing such newcomers from Ireland, it has sent two
commissioners, both Catholics, to the Emerald Isle,
with the view of inducing Irish emigrants to select
Manitoba for their future home. This plan is not
apt to meet with any great success, however, for
the Irish papers are warning intending emigrants
to keep out of Manitoba, stating that the Protestant majority in that part of Canada tyrannizes
over the Catholic minority and refuses them their
rights. The Manitobans can blame Greenway
and his bigoted associates if, as will undoubtedly
be the case, the desired immigrants from Ireland
fail to come to their country.
Anglican Servility

There is probably no greater an ecclesiastical
despotism in the world today than the Holy Orthodox church of Russia, to give it the title it so unwarrantably arrogates to itself. Its history is
one long story of the most brutal persecutions of
all who dared to dispute its authority, and its annals are stained with the perpetration of the foulest crimes ever committed in the name of religion.
It is today practically the same as it was in the
worst periods of its past, as brutal as when its
agents maltreated with diabolical liendishness

Catholic nuns, and as despotic as in the days
when Ivan IV. forced its own prelates to sanction
his repeated polygamies. The pages of Kennan's
book bear testimony to this. And yet it is to
this brutal, despotic ecclesiastical organization
that the Anglican church, denied recognition at
Rome, is now turning in the vain hope of getting
its invalid orders sanctioned by some outside
church. Any one who reads the English and
Anglican church papers these days, and who knows
the past history and present character of the
"Holy Orthodox church" must be nauseated at
the servility shown by them to that despotism.
Its influence is unduly exalted ; its differences with
Rome are lauded to the skies ; the similarities of
its teachings with Catholic doctrines are conveniently ignored, and the most humiliating bids
for its recognition of Anglican orders are being
servilely made. What makes this Anglican spectacle?in which some of our American Protestant
Episcopalians are taking part all the more
shameful is the certainty that, with all tlieir servility, the Anglicans will obtain no recognition
such as they desire from Moscow. Even the
London Spectator, wliich upholds Dr. Maclagan's
visit to Russia, admits that such recognition is
?
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out of the question, for it says that " The Greek
church has never as a church acknowledged the
validity of Anglican orders," and it adds that any
union between the two sects is, of course, out of
the question, " the fissures which divide the
churches being too many and too grave."
Our Clerical Friends.
Checks to cover subscriptions have recently
come to us from Rev. D. .J. Somers, Annapolis,
N. S. ; J. E. Kealy, Belfast, andH. H. Hamakers,
South Brewer, Me. ; J. L. Desaulniers,Volun*.own,
and Hugh Mallon, Wallingford, Conn.; M. E.
Purcell, Greenfield, P. J. Sheedy, Ayer, C. .1.
Boylan, Pittsfield, E. J. Moriarty, Concord, J.
E. Median, Ware, M. F. Crowley, Danvers, J.
J. Nilan, Amesbury, .1. N. Supple, Charlestown,
W. H. Fitzpatrick, Dorchester, W. P. McQuaid,
M. F. -Byrne, S. J., Boston, and others. That excellent Augustinian monthly, Our Parish Calendar,
of Lawrence, says in its current issue of the Review :
We heartily recommend it as one of the
best means known to us to enable our people to be
posted on the religious thought of the country and
you need never be afraid of giving offence to any
reasonable neighbor seeking truth by passing him
your copy after you have read it." In sending
us his check, a parish priest of Maine writes of
the Review : I read it, and have others read it,
every time from one end to the other. lam convinced that it is just the paper which should be in
every Catholic family. It must do immense
good. I would be willing to go through many
hardships if I only could induce every member of
my parish to read it regularly. As it is, lam trying to get all to subscribe, and will continue to do

"

"

SO.

A NOVENA FOR ENGLAND'S CONVERSION.

The introit for the fourth Sunday after Easter
exclaims :
Sing to the Lord a new canticle,
alleluia : because the Lord hath done wonderful
things : He hath revealed His justice in the sight
of the Gentiles. His right hand and His holy arm
hath saved us." The collect asks that God, Who
makes the faithful to be of one mind, will grant
that His people may love what He commands, and
desire what He promises. And the epistle bids
us receive with meekness the engrafted word,
Which is able to save our souls.
These things have, today, their special application. The general intention of the Sacred Heart
League for May is that the thirteenth centenary
celebrations in honor of St. Augustine may hasten
England's conversion. Now the feast of this
great apostle of England occurs on May 28, so
that Wednesday next the Wednesday after this
fourth Sunday following Easter Day would be
the beginning of a novena offered in honor of St.
Augustine, for this special intention. It will lie a
novena dear to the saints.
Wednesday is also the feast of a Pope, that
holy and humble St. Peter Celestine, who had
founded, under the rule of .tit. Benedict, the congregation or community known later as the Celestines. After a while he meekly resigned his
weighty charge, laid aside the tiara, left the pontifical throne, and entering again his quiet cell, he
resumed his life of prayer. He will be a proper
patron for this great novena, for St. Augustine
himself belonged to the Benedictine order, and
brought with him forty monks to England. It is
notable, also, that St. Celestine's feast-day is
that of St. Dunstan, archbishop of Canterbury in
the tenth century; while the next day is the feast
of St. Simon Stock, who was born in Kent, and
who entered the Carmelite monastery founded
there in the year 1212. He became eventually the
general of the order.
May 21 wo have another English saint of whom
Butler tells us, ?Godrick the hermit and pilgrim ;
and, May 85, another Pope, the illustrious Hildebrand, St. Gregory VII., who had been a monk of

"
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Cluny. He daiintlessly dared to resist Henry wrapped in proof armor of invincible blindness,
of Germany; and, also, as we are told,
" from who could convoke the Anglican assemblage that
the very commencement of his pontificate was full has been summoned for St. Augustine's year.
of the thought of driving the Mohammedans out of We must pray, as we have never prayed before,
Europe, and of delivering the Christians from the that the darkness of their minds may pass away,
yoke of the .Saracens." God accepted his heart's that they may receive with meekness the engrafted
desire, for, on thevery day that he diedin Salerno, word that is able to save our souls; and that,
the conquering armies entered Toledo, and re- loving only what He commands, and desiring only

placed the sign of the crescent by the sign of the what He has promised, we may all become of one
heart and mind in Him. So may our novena, made
May 25 is the feast of our Lady Help of Chris- on the feast-days of such mighty saints, and aided
tians, that title added to her other glorious titles by their prayers in heaven, find speedy answer.
by the saintly Pope Pius V., whose feast we kept
on May 5. He added this title in thanksgiving for
A SECTARIAN ON SECTARIANISM.
the victory gained by her intercession over the
The current issue of the Pulpit of the Cross,
Turks at Lepanto. His holy successor, Pius
VII., instituted the feast in memory of his tri- which, published at Omaha, proclaims itself an
uphant entry into Rome, after his five years' cap- organ of " the American church," meaningthereby
tivity under Napoleon I. God, in whose hand are tlie Protestant Episcopal sect, devotesits editorial
times and seasons, ordered it that Napoleon should pages to a recital of the decay that in its view is
die May 5, that very feast-day of St. Pius V., destroying all other phases of Protestantism. Acwhose name was borne, and not unworthily, by cording to it, " the individual judgment theory
the meek pontiff whom the French emperor had of Martin Luther and his fellow reformers in the
sixteenth century is running riot at these last
insulted and imprisoned.
May 2fi is the feast of St. Philip Neri, who times, and nowhere more so than in the United
founded the religious community known as the States. The old Protestant bodies are losing their
Fathers of the Oratory. In our own century it ascendency over their people and new sects and
was this community wliich the illustrious convert, fresh alliances are springing up on every hand to
Cardinal Newman, joined, and which he intro- take tlieir place. Simon-pure Calvinism is everyduced into England. To this, also, Fr. Faber be- where discounted even by the Presbyterians themlonged, and Fr. Bowden, and Fr. Dalgairns, to selves ; it is only a fraction of the Lutherans who
name no others. We must mention, moreover, any longer hold rigidly to the teachings of their
that May 27, the eve of St. Augustine's feast, is, founder. Methodism has fastened its ideas of conthis year, Ascension Day; and on his feast we version and the revival system on the older debegin that first of all novenas, the novena to the nominations, but already its aggressive force as a
Holy Ghost.
missionary movement has begun to wane. MethThirteen hundred years ago, the Benedictine odist revivals are no longer the fever heat of remonk Augustine came to England, sent by an- ligious emotion they once were, and to find the oldother Benedictine, Gregory the Great, pontiff and time zeal of the Wesleyan exhorter one must go
saint. Gregory would have gone gladly on that and look for it in the barracks of the Salvation
missionary journey, but he could not; so he bade Army."
That is a pretty sweeping arraignment of ProtAugustiue go instead. Between them was the
tic, not only of brothers in religion, under the one estantism to come from a Protestant pen. And
Benedictine rule, not only of fellow Christians yet no Protestant can gainsay its truth. Not to
in the one Church of God. There was another seek such evidences elsewhere, recent testimonies
link in the threefold chain which can not easily to its truth maybe found in the mutual accusations,
be broken, the link formed by the power of for instance, which are being made against each
mission and jurisdiction on the one hand, and of other by Mr. Moody and those Protestant preachloyal submission and loving unity on the other. ers, here and in New York, the former charging
In that union was strength; England became the latter with failure to preach Christianity, and
Catholic; and she became, moreover, the Island the latter retorting that the Northfield evangelist's
of the Saints. Men could cry: "Sing to the methods are disrupting their churches. Then, we
Lord a new canticle. His right hand and His have the dissensions, resulting in more sectarian
holy arm hath saved us."
schisms, which Dr. Abbott and the other apostles
Where is the Island of the Saints, the Dowry of the higher criticism " have caused in different
"
of Mary, now? The saints are few today on her Protestant denominations; and the signed and
calendar, for the bond of submission aud unity published protest of forty Protestant ministers,
was snapped asunder, by the will of a guilty king, Presbyterians, Methodists.Lutherans, Baptists and
on an evil day. They who spurned the unity of others, against the heretical doctrines set forth in
the Christian Church on earth, ceased to ask the a recent sermon by Bp. Sessums, the head of the
prayers of the blessed ones gone on to God, and Protestant Episcopal sect in Louisiana. To quote
their comprehension of what the Communion of our Omaha contemporary again
"
" ' Change and
Saints " implies grew dim.
decay' is written on the banners of (Protestant)
The thirteenth centenary celebrationmust make denominationalism. The cast-iron confessions and
men thoughtful. They will ask : "Who was this disciplines of the fathers of Protestantismsit lightly
saint? Whence did he come? What did he do on the consciences of theirfollowers in our time."
How is it, though, with that Protestantism
in England? Who sent him there?" They will
learn that he is not, as is sometimesignorantly sup- wliich thus sits in judgment on her sister sects and
posed, the great author of the "Confessions," laments the sorry spectacle which their disunited
bishop of Hippo in Africa; and also they will condition affords to heaven and earth? Of course,
learn that each St. Augustine looked to Rome, we believe the Pulpit of the Cross, the American
"
taught with Rome, and obeyed Rome. They church," as it calls the Protestant Episcopalian
will ask themselves whether, in case the St. Augus- denomination, is not the only happy and harmonitine of St. Benedict and of England could return ous one, but it is also the only one from which the
to their land again, he would feel at home with other sects can hope to obtainrelief in their present
their Anglican bishops ; or whether he would take predicament and plight. The faith which this
his place with the cardinal aud the papal legate, " American church " would have all the world acmissioned, like St. Augustine with his forty monks, cept has been received, according to our Omaha
from the successors of St. Peter in the holy contemporary, " through the apostolic church of
England." Waiving, for the sake of brevity,
city of Rome.
Whom the gods mean to slay," says the the absurdity of calling apostolic a church which
"
old proverb, "they lirst make mad." Looked has neither valid orders nor authorized jurisdiction,
at from human standpoints, the men would seem what, it may be asked, is the faith which

cross, after four centuries of Saracen bondage.
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the "American church" has received from the
church of England ?
Is it the faith which
the Pulpit of the Cross teaches when it calls
Episcopal ministers "priests," or that which
Latimer upheld when he declared that minister"
was the better name, because
priest " implied
sacrifice, and in the English church there is neither
sacrifice nor altar? Is it the faith which believes,
like our Omaha friend, in holy orders, divine in
their origin, or that wliich Barlow professed when
he told King Henry, in 1540, that if the king, as
supreme head of the church of England, should
make a layman a bishop, without mention of any
orders, he would be as good a bishop as any other
Anglicanprelate? Or, finally, is it the faith of the
High "-churchman who thinks he believes in the
Eucharist and the Real Presence, or that of Cranmer who, at Oxford, in 155-1, denied that Christ
is truly present in the Eucharist ?
Or look at the matter in another light. How
can Protestant sectarianism hope for relief in its
present plight from, or look for real religion to, a
church which, according to our Nebraska neighbor,
gets its faith from the Anglican church, when that
church, as a writer recently stated in the London
Daily Chronicle, is itself in a most deplorable
state? From time to time," says that writer, in
an open letter to the recently appointed Anglican
bishop of London,
public attention has been
drawn to the lamentable condition of these (the
London) churches with regard to church attendance on Sundays, closed churches from Sunday to
Sunday; and if opened for an hour or so daily,
the burden falls upon the sextons and sextonesses,
but the parochial clergy are conspicuous by their
absence, and by the absence of any divine service
in their churches during the week days. Very
few of them reside in their parishes; more than
twenty of the parsonage houses are leased, and
converted by the lessees into offices ; and he then
cites figures to show that on Sunday the average
attendance at these London Anglican churches is
less than twenty, in many instances, at morning
services. Does our Omaha optimist really believe
that from such a withering source can come to his
American church" a faith that can cure Protestant sectarianism and unite the American people
in one religious fold !
If he does, his hope is vastly superior to his
faith ; but it is doomed to bitter disappointment,
nevertheless. When he recognizes that Anglicanism and its American offshoot, Protestant Episcopalianism, in no sense differ from the other
Protestant sects whose sorry state he so well describes, let us hope that he will rewrite, with a
higher and truer meaning, that " the crumbling to
pieces of the sixteenth century systems of theology
is not an indication that the American people are
losing their faith in revealed religion, but rather
does it proclaim their emancipationfrom sectarian
bondage and their restoration to the communionof
the one, (holy) Catholic and apostolic Church " ;
and that his words may be speedily verified by
the conversion of our beloved country to the true
faith of Christ.

"

"

"

"

"

"

THE NEW BISHOP OF MOBILE.
No event is of greater moment to the Catholics
of a diocese then the choice of a bishop. Upon
him as upon nobody else depend the interests of
the Church in that place; hence the strict account
to which God holds him. As an example of this
accountability we have St. John, in the first
chaptersof the Apocalypse,writiDg to the bishops of
the seven churches of the ancient Roman Province
of Asia in terms which imply that all the good and
evil, even the least, present in those communities,
were attributable to the bishop of each as to nobody else. Thus, by command of the Holy Spirit,
he wrote to the bishop of Ephesus.
"I know
thy work and thy labors and thy patience.

. ..
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ence at Couillet. The crowd of working men,
among them perhaps a hundred socialists, that
had gathered to hear him, was great, but still
greater was the surprise when suddenly M.
Vandervelde came in and took a seat in the
audience.
As soon as the Abb6perceived him, he asked
him to come upon the platform, and discuss the
Catholic and the Socialist programmes. With
considerablereluctance M. Vanderveldeconsented.
Whatever may have been his purpose in presenting himself at this conference, before he left the
hall he had reason to repent of his temerity in exposing himself to a passage at arms with so clever
an opponent as the Abbe' Godfrind.
I will abandon the subject of my conference,"
said the Abbe
and discuss your programme instead, and let me begin by asking you a simple
question, Is your party the adversary of religion?yes or no?"
For half an hour M. Vandervelde strove to
evade, but his pitiless antagonist brought him
back every time he tried to beg the question. The
audience applauded wildly as it watched the play.
Finally, the deputy, driven to his last entrenchment, quite lost his temper, turned upon M.
Smets, the advocate, who was presiding, and reproached him for his partiality and want of courtesy. As he went on to indulge in wholesale
abuse of religious instruction, he showed such
ignorance of the elementary principles of religion
that the youngest child in the catechism class
could have put him to the blush. At last, when
the audience, too, lost its temper, and began to
show a marked hostility towards him, he thought
it wise to depart, followed by about twenty of his
own adherents, and the cries and jeers of the five
or six hundred working men who remained.
Many of the citizens of Brussels have never
heard of the existence of two very ancient buildings, probably the oldest in the city, which, in the
thirteenth or fourteenth century, formed part of
the fortified wall of the city. They stand between
the rue dc Berlaimont and the rue d'Assaut and
the Montagne-aux Herbes-Potageres. At the beginning of the fifteenth century the Berlaimontfamily occupied a vast hotel at the end of the street
that goes by their name, which at that time was
no thoroughfare.
The family obtained from the city of Brussels
the concession of several buildings between the
church of Sainte-Gudule and the Gracht (the
Wolves' moat). In 1599 the countess of Berlaimont gave a part of this property to a community
of English Benedictine nuns, who had just been
expelled from their own country, and, twenty-five
years later, in 1654, she founded, beside this
Benedictine cloister, another religious community
to which she gave her own name.
Most of these buildings, having formed part of
the two convents, have been successively demolished or transformed. The last vestiges, still in
existence, are a tower with small battlements,
and a massive old building in the Gothic style.
The latter is to be entirely restored. The original
designs, which have been preserved in the city archives, will assist in therestoration of this ancient

Brussels, April .'HI, 1597.
While the spring is young, and plays hide and
seek with winter, one looks for all sorts of roguish
tricks, but now the time has come when she ought
to buckle to her task of makingready for summer.
There are many loose ends yet; many spots that
will bear a little more furbishing. When the sun,
grown tired of sulking behind the clouds, rushes
forth in a high temper, we realize that a good
deal more might have been done in the way of
draping the trees.
The concerts have begun in the park, and, when
the Sunday is fair, a great crowd promenades
along the avenues, or sits upon the benches and
the triple row of chairs, set along the alleys,
where more shade would be gratefully welcomed.
The park has come out in all the finery of new
paint. I suppose three-quarters of the passersby had forgotten that there were any decorative
effects in the park, they seem to gaze in such surprise at the snow white vases and pedestals. Our
old park doesn't look so bad, after all, when a
little pains is taken with it. If only the street
urchins could be kept from defacing it. Already
they have begun to scratch off the fresh paint.
The little imps are too cunning for a dozen
grown-ups. When they are busy at their pranks,
they never forget to post one or two sentinels on
guard, and the minute a policeman's cap appears
on the horizonthey know it, and away they scurry ;
not once in a hundred times are they caught in
the act. It might not be a bad idea to put a few
policemen in citizens' dress.
There has been a good deal of grumbling over
the delay in opening the exposition, and there is
no denying the fact that there has been delay,
whether due to mismanagement, or to the determination of the workmen to prolong the job, or to
both, it matters little now, for if one may judge at
all by the present activity, it can not be more than
a couple of weeks before the otlicial inauguration
will take place.
About a month ago M. Vandervelde harangued
his fellow socialists among the artisans and working men of Brussels in a speech upon which the
Bien public bestows a well deserved praise, and
indeed there is no doubt that it did show a sincere
determination to labor for the moral regeneration
of the masses. He said : It is the lawful aim
of the proletarian to conquer the world, but the
civilized world is not to be conquered by the
ignorant, the drunkard, the gambler, the slave of
his passions. As Louis Veuillot in his Esclave
vindex ' rightly said, the parvenu is harder and
more selfish than the bourgeois himself.
If the working classes triumph before they
have accomplished their own indispensable moral
evolution, their reign will be abominable, and the
world will be plunged into misery and injustice as
great as those of the present time."
On the other hand," the Bien public goes on
to say, M. Vandervelde has no reason to hope
that his exhortation will produce more than a structure.
momentary effect. The doctrine he advocates affords no firm basis for this moral lesson. One
General Foreign Notes.
can not construct a system of morals as easily as
one draws up the constitution of a co-operative
The emotion caused by the death of the Abbe
company; at least, not one that will withstand Gayrard shows the place that this worthy priest
the onslaught of the passions. There is a doc- held among the Parisian clergy. His father was
trine that contains the purest morality, and that an engraver of medals and an artist of acmost conformable to social progress! It is the knowledged ability. When Charles X. wished to
doctrine of the Catholic Church. There are men confer upon him the title of baron, he begged
who preach this doctrine and this morality, with twenty-four hours to consider, and such was his
authority, and they are Catholic priests. But M. modesty and simplicity of taste that he absolutely
Vandervelde will have none of it; neither priests declined an honor that most men would have been
nor the Church for bim."
only too eager to win.
Two weeks after this speech of M. Vandervelde,
Young Gayrard was modeling in clay when his
the Abb 6Godfrind was giving a public confer- vocation came to him. One day, without the
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smallest preface, he exclaimed as he walked into
the room where his mother was at work, Well,
mother, I've enlisted." Surprise held his mother
speechless. "Yes," he went on, "and in the
regiment of St. Sulpice."
He entered the seminary, carrying with him, as
he has since confessed, the capricious spirit of a
free lance. His characteristics were something
of a surprise to his masters, whose ideas of what
is becoming to a scholastic were naturally at
variance with his own. But in this nature of
sharp contrasts, the serious element gradually
dominated all others.
He proved it as soon as he became a parish
priest. He was instantly captivated by the work
in the Sunday-school. In intimate sympathy
with all the great catechists who flourished at the
beginning of this century, he realized that there
was but one way to regenerate France, and that
was to train the infant mind. Like Mgr. Dupanloup, he did not hesitate to spend seven or eight
hours in the simple instruction of the first catechism.
He was not a man who charmed you at first accost. His eyes lookedkeen and cold ; his firmly compressed lips denoted the decision of his character;
and his real benevolence of heart was not at first apparent ; but those whom he supported in their
trials, and consoled in their afllictions, during the
fifty-one years of his priesthood, will bear eager
testimony to its existence. Coldness of manner
does not always indicate a cold heart, any more
than an expansive freedom of manner is the sure
token of a warm one. He loA'ed parish work.
Let us thank God, with all our hearts," he said
once to a young priest, for making us parish
priests."
Night and day he was at the service of his
flock. Servant of the poor, he rejoiced to live
among his people. Even late in life, when the
burden of years rested heavily upon him, he would
sit for hours in the confessional. The sick felt
sure that he would never refuse to climb their
steep stairs, and his daily custom was to spend his
mornings in the church, ready to serve any one
who came to him.
With all these laborshis time was so systematically planned that he found himself able to do a
great deal of writing. Careful of all things, he
was careful also to waste no time. He seemed to
have had no worldly ambition whatever. He
might have been a vicar-general. He might have
been a bishop. He declined both honors, choosing to remain with his parish. Still, his interest
was not limited to his own parish. He was always
ready to help in every charitable work. He gave
100,000 francs to found a chair of medicine in the
Catholic Institut of Paris, [and the Christian
schools received 300,000 francs from his generous
purse.

"

"

"

;

The Holy See has lately entrusted to the Marist
Fathers the evangelizationof the Solomon Islands,
still wholly pagan and even cannibal.
In announcing the near departure of the five
missionaries who are going to plant the cross on
these inhospitable coasts, the vicar-apostolic,
Mgr. Vidal, recalls the fate of the first two caravans of apostles sent thither.
In 1845 Mgr. Epalle, the Marist bishop, leader
of the first caravan, fell a victim to the savage
club. Not long after, three of the missionaries
were not only massacred, but roasted and devoured. One by one the survivors shared the
same fate till the last man was gone.
The second caravan, sent out by the Seminary
of Foreign Missions at Milan, was recalled after
the death of Fr. Mazzuconi, who was massacred
in 18.)2. The Superior thought it a foolish waste
of life to expose the rest of the mission to almost
certain death. And now, after all these years,
new missionaries are about to undertake again
this perilous crusade against barbarism.

r
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CRuerligeonts Comment.
ITEMS OF INTEREST TO CATHOLIC READERS
IN THE MAGAZINES.
Church and State.
That the sentiment which is so strong in most
American communities of the present day, against
any union of church and state, was not always
characteristic of this country, more particularly
of New England, is made very plain to the reader
of the paper which Sarah Elizabeth Cram contributes to the current number of the NewEngland
Magazine under the title of Leaves from an Old
Church Record." The church whose annals inspired this article was the Unitarian oneof Hamptonfalls, whose records the pastor, Theophilus
Cotton, began to keep on Jan. 2, 1712. Alluding
to thescantiness of early Protestantrecords here in
New England, our writer says the fewness of such
annals is due to the circumstance that in many
places at first no records were preserved, if any
were made, apart from the ordinary town records,
a fact arising probably from the practical identity
of church and state in those early times." And
in the quotation she makes from Parson Cotton's
records of the church at Hamptonfalls, we find
abundant evidences of this practical identity of
state and church. Other testimony to the same
identity is taken from the town records of earlier
dates. Thus, in 1675, the town of Hampton
passed an order making it incumbent upon all the
inhabitants of the place, no matter whether they
were members of that particular church or not, to
attend and give their assistance to raise the new
meeting-house," and imposed a fine of twelve
pence in money upon every one over twenty years
of age who failed to putin an appearance for
that work. In another meeting the town ordered
its selectmen to "take care that theclay walls in the
meeting-house, that are not ccil'd, shall be smoothed
over with clay and washed with white lime and
made hansom"; in still another meeting
the selectmen were bidden to give liberty to those
men that will appear for to build puese in the
hinder scats in the meeting-house," and on the
death of one minister, it was voted in town-meeting that the town is of unanimous mind to hire
a minister for the town " ; though, as our writer
points out, the town records show that there was
no such unanimity as the wording of this vote
would indicate among the townspeople, inasmuch
as many of them wanted another parish established, and finally succeeded in getting a grudging
assent from the town for such an establishment.
"This grudging assent," says Mrs. Cram, "to
the separation on the part of the parent town was
doubtless largely owing to the fact that the church
was a town institution, supported by taxation";
and while it is a matter of general congratulation
that such a condition of things no longer exists
here, it might be well for certain individuals who,
whenever any aid is asked for a charitable work
with which religion is in any way connected, always declare against such aid as being opposed to
the principle of no union of church and state, to
remember that that principle did not by any means
always obtain in Protestant New England circles.

"

"

"

"

"

Ecclesiastical Authority.
This practical union of church and state gave
the early Protestant preachers of New England
and their churches an authority which they seldom
failed to exercise, and which they frequently
exercfsed in a very intolerant manner. Much of
this authority was curtailed, for one reason or another before Parson Cotter began to record the
doings of the church whereof he was pastor but
our writer says that " a single entry on one of the
fly-leaves of the little liook shows us that some
faint remnant still lingered of that Puritan spirit
of intolerance which had made possible some sixty
years previous the spectacle of three Quaker women
Early

,

being whipped at the cart's tail through Hampton
and the Falls, along that very highway which
today still passes the house whence two hundred
and thirty years later the spirit of the sainted
(Quaker poet passed to its rest." The entry referred to recites how Cotton, with one of his
parishioners, went to the house of one of the
townsmen and excommunicatedhis wife for having turned (Quaker. For a number of years these
Quakers, although dissenting strongly from Parson
Cotton's teachings, were compelled to pay taxes
for the support of his church; and the church was
not at all lenient in dealing with refractory members, as more than one entry on these records
testify. Rigid and unbending as was this early
Protestant New England discipline, our writer is
of the opinion that it often failed in its aims, for
she says that "as we read, the conviction is
forced upon us that compulsory morality was not
a marked success, and we more than suspect that
the church discipline of that day and generation
was a less potent censor of social morals than is
public opinion at the present day in the same
community. Stern and rigid moralists indeed
were those vigilant guardians of the public weal,
the Puritan pastors of New England, and it is
not strange that the less strenuous sense of
virtue which characterized the laity was slow
at times to obey the restraining curb." Having thus praised the Puritan preachers at the
expense of their flocks, Mrs. Cram endeavors to
even up matters somewhat by adding that " to us
of the present day these lapses of the pews seem
trivial offenses when compared to those abuses of
clerical power and influence which culminated
in the Salem witchcraft tragedy and the persecution
of the Quakers," matters which modern Protestants hereabouts find it convenient to ignore and
forget whenever they have occasion to speak of
religious toleration and when they undertake to
claim that virtue as the exclusive possession of
their sects.
Who the "Scotch-Irish" Are.

worthies. Indeed, Mr. Varney virtually admits
that the first of these people to come to New England were regarded by the earlier English colonists
as Irishmen, for he says that when some of them
undertook to settle at East Concord, N. H., they
were driven out "as a ' parcel of Irish people ' by
the English settlers already there under the
proprietors of Penacook " ; and he acknowledges

the same thing again by quoting from the early
New Hampshire annals a pasquinade, the author
of which plainly considered the men whom he
would have us believe were Scotch-Irish " as real
Irishmen.

"

The Nun in Fiction.
We have had so many travesties of the nun in
fiction of late years that it is pleasant to call attention to one story wherein a Catholic Sister is

represented with comparative fidelity. Such a
story is the one which Molly Elliott Seawell has
contributed to recent numbers of the Cosmopolitan,
in the current issue of which its concluding chapters appear. Sister Claire, of the Order of Mercy,
the chief character in this story, is a Scotch nun,
who, with others of her community, went out as
nurses to the French soldiers in the different campaigns and displayed such heroism that she won
the cross of the Legion of Honor and was
decorated on the battlefield. Her bravest deed,
perhaps, was the one she performed during
an Algerian campaign, and which is thus told in
the course of the story " In the midst of it all,
the sharp screech of a shell was heard above the
spot where the doctor and Sister Claire worked
side by side among a crowd of wounded men, and
the next moment it dropped among them. The
doctors, the bearers and even the sufferers themselves were paralyzed for the fuse was still
burning. Not so Sister Claire. She quickly
picked up the shell and ran with the activity of a
girl of twenty down the hillside. A cheer broke
from the doctor and the bearers, and even the
poor wounded men joined faintly in the cry.
Sister Claire had gone nearly a hundred yards,
when she laid the shell down carefully and turned
to run back. She was just half a minute too
late. A deafening report was heard and she was
seen to fall to the ground, bleeding from a dozen
wounds." Happily, her wounds, though dooming
her to a long period of inactivity, did not prove
fatal, and this brave Sister of Mercy lived to be
decorated on the battlefield by a French general
whom, before entering the cloister, she had saved
from arrest by some bailiffs in Scotland.

:

.

?

George J. Varney contributes to this same magazine a short paper entitled " The Scotch-Irish and
the Bay State Border," which has at least one
merit, to wit, that of attempting to define the real
character of those " Scotch-Irishmen " of which
we of the present day occasionally hear so much.
Here is what Mr. Varney says of the lirst
" representatives who came to
"thisScotch-Irish
country and settled at Londonderry, N. 11.,
early in the last century : " Though these people had been for many years inhabitants of
Yetadmirableas is this story in its delineationof
northern Ireland, they were not of the same race thecharacter of Sister Claire,itis to be regretted that
as the population which they replaced, and which its authoress makes her plot hinge largely upon the
still occupied the more southern portions of the accidental, unintentional and indirect revelation
island. They were really Scotchmen, enemies of by a priest of something which was told him in the
popery and the Established church of
confessional. There was no need of her resorting
Persecuted under James 1., some of them emigrated to such a device as that; for she might readily
to the extreme north of Ireland. When Charles I. have caused the revelation to come through other
attempted by force to establish uniformity in re- channels. It is true that Miss Seawell acquits the

ligion, the Puritans emigrated to America, but the
Presbyterians of Scotland rebelled and signed the
famous Covenant,' whence they became the
'
Covenanters, so familiar in story. They underwent great persecution, perils and destructions;
but when Cromwell came into power he induced
large numbers of them to remove to northern Ireland, to re-people its waste districts. Hence they
acquired the addition to their name, becoming
Scotch-Irish." Thatis undoubtedly a correct delineation of the character of the first Scotchmen
whom Cromwell sent intothe north of Ireland ; but
of them, as of the Normans who settled in Ireland, the saying holds good that, in time, the
majority of them, at least, became more Irish than
the Irish themselves; and they would have
repudiated the designation which some of their
degenerate descendants now claim as indignantly as, were they now living, they would denounce certain other characteristics of those same
?

priest in question of any violation of the seal of
confession; that she vividly portrays his
anguish of mind when he realizes that by an unguarded statement he has put it in the power of
another to infer something told him in the confessional, and that she adds that " it is a very
terrible thing for a priest to reveal, even inadvertently, the secrets of the confessional. He is
pledged to die first and many have died rather
than reveal confessions." But this part of her
story is apt to give uninformed persons the idea
that it is nothing uncommon for priests to talk
about their penitents, not in any harmful way,but
in a playful fashion, rather which, of course, is
not the case; and her fault is all the greater because, as before remarked, it was not at all necessary for the successful working-out of her plot
that she should resort to such a literary trick. It
is a defect that mars a story in all other respects
?

?

very commendable.
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Fourth Sunday after Easter.
Epistle, St. James 1, 17-21 ; gospel, St. John xvi,
5-14. The epistle of today is an apostolical exhortation against the sin of anger and in favor of
the practice of meekness. "Let every man," says
St. James, " be swift to hear, but slow to speak
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Religous Instruction.
KINDNESS.

Sunday.

Nothing but the spirit of religion, a belief in the
true God, can elevate woman to the heights of
perfection, and nothing else can decide man's soul
to walk in the paths of virtue, for nothing else can
offer to them the equivalent of the sacrifices of
and slow to anger. For the anger of man worketh their virtuous lives. Where but in God and religWherefore, casting ion shall we learn the patience necessary to undernot the justice of God.
away all uncleanness and abundance of malice, go the trials of daily life in the hope of eternal
with meekness receive the engrafted word, which recompense?
Salve, Regina! Deign, oh Queen, to hear us!
is able to save your souls." And yet, if we exto
Behold! Thy children grieve;
amine our own conduct, we are apt to discover,
our sad exile may thy presence cheer us,
In
act
in direct
our confusion, that habitually we
l'oor banished sons of Eve.
contradiction of these salutary counsels of the
apostle. Instead of being slow to speak and Monday.
It is not necessary during May to multiply our
swift to hear, we are slow to listen and swift to
of devotion. Of course we will all wish
practices
nature
of
a
anything
happens
speak whenever
to
do
something
extra, but the best we can do
us
We
become
anger.
provoke
to
calculated to
would
lie
increase
our fervor, to pray with more
to
and
our
passions
times,
allow
impetuous at such
and
recollection.
Let us do what we
attention
the
instead
that,
result
to blind our reason, with
in
former
months
of May only let
have
done
on
the
of
those
part
explanations
of listening to
it
better.
A
few prayers said
very
us
do
much
offended
we
us,
whom we imagine to have
break
to be pleasing
and
will
be
sure
regularly
fervently
and
vituperauncalled-for
out into angry words
and
bring
blessings
many
Queen,
heavenly
to
words
of
St.
our
warning
tion. Yet here we have the
and
great.
on
our
anger
part
James, which tell us that such
Salve, Reglna! Life, and hope, ami sweetness,
is not adapted to do the will or to work out the
Hear, we entreat, our prayer;
matter
but
designs of God. And if we give the
Reveal
to us, in all its blest completeness
a momentary thought, the truth and force of that
The joy we hope to share.
declaration will impress themselves upon our
Tuesday.
mind. For not only, when we yield to anger, do
Let us have patience aud also be tolerant, for
own
we hinder the operation of grace within our
we can not know all the difficulties with which anaouls ?if we do not expel grace therefrom altoother may contend nor can we estimate the
gether but we also provoke those upon whom
weights with which another is handicapped in the
we visit our wrath to a like irascibility and its fell
consequences. Day after day we pray to God to
Salve, Regina! In this vale of sadness
forgive us our faults against Him as we forgive
To thee thy children turn :
others their faults against us ; and then, when we Teach us to look, through sorrow, to that gladness
giveway to anger, we refuse to our neighbors that
For which we sigh and yearn.
pardon which we crave for ourselves from on high. Wednesday.
If God were to make our conduct towards others
The wheels of a watch or clock do not all move
the rule of His acting in our behalf, how would in the same way ; some go contrary to others, yet
we fare at His hands when we so often peremptorily
they all serve the original purpose of the maker?
refuse to forgive our neighbors the little offences
or strike the hours. So in God's
which they commit against us ? What mercy can to show the time
at crosswe expect who refuse to show ourselves merciful, world. Providence seems sometimes
God's
promagainst
or what forgiveness can we look for who refuse purposes, sometimes even
forgiveness to others ! And the case is even worse ises ; yet, in truth, it is all working out His will,
than that; for we are not content with refusing the great ends and purposes of the Creator allforgiveness when our neighbors offend us, but we
and all-good.
go further and wax exceedingly angry oftentimes wise
Salve,
them
in
conevery
Regina: Turn thine eyes, in pity,
we
to
injure
seek
with them;
On us who cry to thee;
ceivable manner, and we are not content until we
Grant us when we have reached the holy city,
have avenged ourselves upon them in some way or
Thy blessed face to see.
the other. "He that seeketh to revenge himself,"
says the Book of Eeclesiasticus, "shall find Thursday.
Forgive thy neighvengeance fromthe Lord.
A song in the heart is better than a grand
bor if he hath hurt thee, and then thy sins shall be
not be
forgiven thee when thou prayest. Man to man piano in a gilded parlor. Real riches can
in
we
are.
God?
out
We
are
rich
what
remedy
of
in coin.
reserveth anger, anddoth he seek
counted
He hath no mercy on a man like himself, and doth People are troubled because they live in back
he entreat for his own sins ? He that is but tlesh streets, but the alley is often nearer heaven than
nourisheth anger, and doth he ask forgiveness
avenue.
from God ?" How truly these words describe the the
Show us, we pray,?our weary exile ended
irreverence, the impiety and the inconsistency
In life beyond the tomb,
which we so often exhibit when, after having
Jesus, to whom our pilgrimage hath tended,
quarreled with our neighbor, given way to anger
The Fruit of thy blest womb.
towards him or having refused him the pardon he
sought from us, we do not hesitate to go into the Friday.
presence of God, and ask Him to forgive us as
In proportion as man gets back the spirit of
we forgive those who may have injured us ! It
behooves us, therefore, to be on our guard con- manliness, which is self-sacrifice, affection, loyalty
tinually against this sin of anger, to be slow'to to an idea beyond himself, a God above himself,
speak injurious words, to lie swift to listen to ad- so far will he rise above circumstances, and wield
vances toward peace and reconciliation, and swift them at his will.
to forgive others that the God Who will one day
Meither Mary ! to thy keeping
judge us may be favorably disposed towards us
Soul and body we confide,
who so greatly need mercy and forgiveness.
Toiling, resting, waking, sleeping,
M..M.AY, May 17. St. Paschal Baylon, ConTo be ever at thy side.
fessor.
Saturday.
Tuesday, May 18. St. Venantius, Martyr.
The man who has all his time to himself is in
St. Peter Celestine,
Wednesday, May 19.
of cultivating his talents to the neglect of
danger
Pope and Confessor.
his
character.
Thursday, May 20. St. Bernardine of Siena,
Confessor.
Cares that vex us, joys that please us,
Life anil death We trust to thee;
Friday, May 21. Of the Feria.
Thou
must lnakethein all for Jesus.
Nepomucene,
May
22. St. John
Saturday,
For we give them all to thee.
Martyr.
?

?

...

?

" A soft answer turneth away wrath." Turning away wrath and, indeed, every other sin is
God's work of justice or righteousness, and man's
anger is not fitted to do it. Wrath does not destroy wrath, nor is it calculated to destroy any
other evil, unless it be divine. The fear of the
wrath of God is good, but the fear of the wrath of
man is the mean vice we call human respect.
There are many persons, fathers and mothers of
families in particular, who would make souls
better by filling them with fear ?by showing
anger.
We know that a kindly manner is a better
means of correction than a harsh one, because it
is God's way. God employs fear in converting sinmuch as love ; nor does
ners, to be sure, but
His fear hold out so well as His love when there
is question of perseverance, and, finally, as love
on our part is necessary to forgiveness, so God's
love is the supreme and essential instrument in
saving sinners' souls.
You may object that God punishes sinners in
hell, and that, certainly, is the prison of the
divine wrath. True. But more men arc saved
from hell by the loving patience of God than by
the terrors of His justice. Take an example
from our Lord: throughout the whole course of
His life He showed anger only towards those who
themselves lacked kindness. The Pharisees,
hypocrites as they were, were lashed by our Lord,
because they were hard, pitiless, and censorious.
The rich glutton, Dives, is buried in hell because
he shut his heart against the dying beggar at his
door. But Magdalenwas converted and saved by
our Saviour's kind looks and encouraging words.
Even Judas himself would have had full pardon if
he had not neglected the patient, gentle reproach
of the most loving of Masters. Our Lord's way
with sinners is the best. He may have said severe
things to sinners, but before He dismissed them
He gave them honey to eat to take off the bitter
taste of His reproaches.
But it is not enough to say that the anger of
man worketh not the justice of God " ; it worketh
Provoke not
the malice of Satan and of hell.
your children to wrath," says the apostle. Angry
words make men angry, and instead of producing
virtue breed vice. There is hardly anything more
miserable than the fate of a boy or girl doomed
to grow up in the home of a scolding mother or a
bad-tempered father. Take an example from the
body. Children fed on unwholesome food have
defective digestion; that is to say, bad food in
early life hinders the good effect of good food iv
later life. So with the human soul; as bad food
makes a weak stomach, in like manner scolding
and threatening and quarreling make a weak
character timid and sly and hypocritical, or
just as bad violent, abusive, profane.
Let us all, whether we exercise authority or live
in intercourse with our equals, be kindly in our
manner, mild and considerate in our language,
patient with others' faults, trusting more to persuasion and to affection than to authority, bearing
in mind that the anger of man worketh not the
justice of God."

"
"

?

?

"

Outside of the love of God, there is nothing
more holy, consoling and sanctifying than devotion to Mary. This devotion is to be practiced at
all times, in all places, by all people and under all
circumstances. Veneration, hope and love are
the three essential requisites of true devotion to
Mary. Veneration is due to her dignity, her exalted merits and glory in heaven. Hope is founded
on her unspeakable goodness towards us, and on
the great influence she exercises on the heart of
her divine Son. Love is due to her us a tender
mother, who has given to us inexhaustible proofs
of her maternal tenderness.

9
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Friendly Hints.

Even in so-

called moderate quantities it acts as an irritant
and a poison.
SINCE PAPA DOESN'T DRINK.
My papa's awful happy now,
And mamma's happy, too,
'Cause papa doesn't drink no mure
The way he used to do.
And everything's so jolly now !
'Taint like it used to be,
When papa never stayed at home
With poor mamma aud me.
It made me feel so very bad
To see my mamma cry,
And though she'd smile I'd spy the tear
A-hidlng in he>r eye.
But now she laughs just like we girlsIt sounds so cute, I thiuk
And sings such pretty little songs
Since papa doesn't drink.
?

You see my pretty Sunday dress.
It's every bit all new.
It ain't made out e.f mamma's dress,
The way she used to do.
And mamma's got a pretty cloak,
All trimmed with funny fnr,
And papa's got some nice new clothes
And goes to church with her.

INEBRIETY IN THE YOUNG.
It sometimes happens, says Charles Follen Palmer in "Inebriety," that evidences of inebriety
exhibit themselves very early in life. If this be
the case, it shows unmistakably that the youth is
organically unbalanced, that his brain centres are
disturbed, and that all effeminate treatment will be
only adding to the intensity of the disease. There
must be no delay, no indulgence, in the hope that
he will see the errors of his ways, and amend of
his own moral volition, and the same association
and home discipline can be maintained.
The environment must be broken immediately,
and the patient regarded not as a wilful violator
of decency, of religion and the sacred home, to be
punished for his wilful sinning, but as one who
has suddenly developed symptoms of a dangerous
mental malady which requires immediaterestorative measures to cure. And as the only known
cure of diseases of the nervous mental organization, involving the loss of self-control and the
power of moral resistance, is by strengthening the
self-control by thorough building-up the general
health of mind and body, so immediate steps
should be taken to carry out every available plan
of doing this, continually bearing in mind that
the new training and treatment must begin at the
foundation and be very gradual.

SENSIBLE HOSPITAL TREATMENT.
It is proposed, by an Austrian measure, to
treat all persons addicted to the drinking habit as
victimsof a disease, instead of as wilful criminals.
Every person convicted of drunkenness will, therefore, instead of being sentenced to prison as a
common criminal, lee confined in some asylum,
much as the insane now are in the United States.
Here he will remain for a term of months or years,

as may be deemed necessary to complete his
cure. He will be under the charge of competent
men and subjeot to sufficiently rigid rules to retain him in custody and prevent his escape ; and
he will only be released upon examination of a
medical board, which shall pronounce him cured
of the alcoholic habit.

TEMPERANCE NOTES.
has
no respect for bullion nor birth ;
Alcohol
millionaire
a
or a pj-ince as quickly
stagger
it will
a
or
tramp.
pauper
as a
Alcohol is not more necessary to health than
any other chemical or medicinal agent. It excites
the heart, hinders digestion, disturbs the liver,
and stupefies the brain. It gives a momentary
glow and stimulus, but you have to pay for them
afterwards by an inevitable lesseniug of vital heat

" Cold water that comes from the

well is my drink?
The healthiest, purest, and sweetest, I think,
It never makes drunkards, it never brings woe
I'll praise it, and drink it, wherever I go."

"OUR BOYS."

111.

?

GREETINGS AND COURTESIES

BY THE WAY.
every man thine ear but few thy tongue."
Give
"
"... The apparel oft proclaims the man."

Dey is a mighty good temperance sermon in a
freight train," says Uncle Mose. "No matter
The people whom the young man encounters in
how much dc cars dey gets loaded, dc ingine what his early steps in the journey through life are dedoes dc work gets along strictly on water."
serving of.courteous treatment at all times, unless
rude and overbearing, and then they
With so many good uses, why debauch man- they are
should
be
passed by with gentlemanly silence, if
kind with cider grog ! A cider drunkard is the
at any rate, with a bearingin which
possible,
but,
meanest of all topers. With the temptation so
will
not
be sacrificed to blackguardism.
dignity
as
it is this year, so much cider having
strong
been made, we need to speak very plainly, and If a man retains his self-respect, he will soon conquer even the most vituperative of opponents. It
insist upon rectitude in the use of cider.
is not well, always, to have the last word, for,
The money paid in one year for three glasses sometimes, an insult is so rank that it is unworthy
of whisky a day would pay for an outfit of house- of a reply. There is much in the old saying, A
hold furniture. The money paid in one year for gentleman will not insult me and no other can."
four glasses of beer a day would pay for a carriage.
A man, too, should have confidence in his neighThe money paid in one year for four glasses of bor. There would be no society possible unless
whisky a day would pay for a horse and harness. we took a great many acquaintances on trust.
The athlete, in training for a boat-race, a prize- True, we may be oftentimes deceived, but it is
fight, or a running-match, must absolutely forego better to be over-confident, though our confidence
the use of alcohol; and if men do not want it for be abused, than to wrong the innocent, even in
such extraordinary exertions, why do you want it thought. Occasionally a knave wears the|guise of
for ordinary ones ? Recent English expeditions in a friend, but he usually betrays himself by word
Abyssinia, the Transvaal, and Egypt proved that or act before he has accomplished much evil.
if a general wishes his troops to perform forced There are few if any lagos in the real world. He
marches, or to undergo unusual fatigues, he must is an abstraction, a concentrated literary emsubstitute coffee for grog. The extremes of the bodiment of villainy. The majority of men are
Arctic circle and the tropical sun are best endured neither very good nor very bad. Their motives
on cold water, as the experience of many explor- are much mixed, and are not always clear to
themselves. They are, as the poet says, children
ers and travelers proves.
of a larger growth. They betray secrets, not
According to statistics recently furnished by always through malice, but from a desire to make
Dr. James Wood of Brooklyn, of all the patients talk. Therefore, it is well to be on guard in conwith them. Do not expose to them
applying for treatment at the chief dispensary versation
whole mind, for your success, in a great
your
of that city, no less than ten per cent, are tea measure, depends on keeping your business to
drunkards. They are not aware of the fact, but yourself. In a social game of cards you do not
the symptoms of their cases pointunmistakably to tell what is in your hand. You could never win if
over-indulgence in tea ; and that presumption, on you did so, and a similar precaution should be obinquiry, is confirmed by their confessions. They served in your ordinary intercourse with your fellows. You must not appear secretive, for that
suffer from headache, vertigo, insomnia, palpita- excites
distrust, but some things you must
tion of the heart, mental confusion, nightmare, keep locked within your own breast. Treat everynausea, hallucinations, morbid depression of one with politeness, as you do your adversary
spirits, and sometimes from suicidal impulses,? when you play at foils, but do not expose yourYou are to be neither a fool nor a
suroly a formidable list of symptoms. These pa- self to attack.
scoundrel, and frequently the former is looked
tients are of both sexes and all ages.
upon with more contempt than the latter by the
Stage one in the drinking of spirituous liquor, unregenerate. With a reasonable amount of
shrewdness, common sense and assurance and a
says a recent writer, is that gentle stimulation called reliance on a higher power than yourself, at all
moderate excitement or support. Stage two is times, you can scarcely fail; and we are told by
elevation ; whatever that may mean it is not eleva- the dramatist, speaking through his creation of
tion of character, of that I am satisfied. Stage Cardinal Richelieu, that in the bright lexiconof
youth reserved for a glorious manhood there's no
three is confusion of mind, action and deed with
such word as fail.
sad want of elevation. Stage four is complete
But if the youth is what is called "fast"
concatenation of circumstances; all the stages his chances for ultimate triumph are very few.
perfectly matured; the journey completed, with This, too, in spite of what Tennyson says:?
M How many a father have I seen
the traveler lying down, absolutely prostrated in
A sober man among his boys,
mind and body. The destination is reached and
Whose youth wa- full of foolish noise,
Who wears his manhood hale and green."
found to be a human being deaddrunk and inThe majority of young men who go the pace "
capable. The knotty question then is this, ought
a person to start on the remarkable journey of meet with early death, frequently under horrible conditions, as every observer of exalcoholic progress at all ?
perience knows. They are old in vice, their health
A two dollar bill came into the hands of a rela- shattered and their hopes blasted before they
tive of mine, writes a lady in Boston, which move on prematurely to be judged.
pass to a pleasanter division of our subject.
speaks volumes on the horrors of strong drink or It To
is the duty of every young man to make himself
the traffic in it. There was written in red ink on as presentable as possible, for the
world judges by
the back of it the following ;
Wife, children and appearances. This does not mean that he is to be
more than $10,000 all gone; I alone am responsi- a dude. Far from it. It means that he shall
ble. All has gone down my throat. When I was dress neatly at all times, when his occupation will
twenty-one I had a fortune. lam not yet thirty- allow him to do so. And there is no young man,
when his day's labors, whatever they may be, are
five years old. I have killed my beautiful wife, over, who can not be clean and well clad
acwho died of a broken heart; have murdered my cording to his means. He need not lounge round
children with neglect. When this bill is gone I in shirt sleeves or overalls, with soiled hands,
do not know how I can get my next meal. I shall hair unbrushed and with nails that have the apof miniature kitchen-gardens in which
die a drunken pauper. This is my last money pearance
nothing has sprouted. And he need not chew a
and my history. If this bill comes into the hands toothpick to show his independence. This
is a
of any man who drinks, let him take warning from custom more honored in the breach than the obmy life's ruin."
servance.
Benedict Bell.
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is one of the first flowers of spring, a delicate, frightened,
pale', little thing. I wonder if the Future Men and Women
have noticed that the spring flowers are always tiny anil
frail ami delicately scented, while as you go on towards
UNCLE JACK TALKS WITH THE BOYS AND GIRLS. summer tin' wild flowers grow Btftrdier and taller and
their blossoms larger. If they don't believe that I hope
How to Get a Badijc and Manual.
they'll just watch outthis summer.
[Whoever sends in anew subscription to the REVIEW,
There is a pretty legend about the snowdrops. They
or renews an old subscription, with two dollars for the say the snowdrops are' little' bells which the angels ring in
springtime tee wake the' other flowers. I found a lot of
year, will receive a badge and a Manual free.
If your parents or friends subscribe and get the badge them almost hidden in the' grass in an old orchard. The
flower droops from a single stem three or four Inches le.ng.
for you send in your name andbe enrolled as a member,
grows een each stem, which grows up
keep
it,
is,
that
if On.' flower only
and sign the League promise and
straight from the* reee.t, protected on each siele* by l.eiig.
you are not a Defender already.
slender, gree'ii Leaves which are wrapped alee.ut. it. The
We can not give badge and Manual for airy special or flowers have' six petals three' silvery white ones ami
reduced rate subscriptions, but only when the full rate three' green ones.
($2) is paid to this ollice direct.]
Ip e.n a hillside' just at Ibe edge of atangle of woodland
I found a clump of anemones. They are lovely, delicately
Pussy Willow.
i hiicit pink and white flowers, each little petal beautifully
scallopedround the edge. They are; very soft ami sappy and
LBYDYIAHASBRANK.
A.
.le. met carry home well at all, but they are verybeautiful on
their native' heath. They grow four or live' Inches high.
I kne.w what, the fairii'S do with tlieir iniiil's
Each Stem has three leaves at the top surmounted by one
When the winter's spent,
flower. These leaves look like clusters of three deeply
Anel the warm south wind, with its cc.axing puffs,
Indented oval leaves. The flowers ..pen wide een bright,clear
Makes the ice relent.
clays but close up again into tight little buds, which foe.l
They go where the pussy willow stirs,
the children, on the slightest suggestion of mist or rain.
In thee wind all bare',
Anemone comesfroma Creek we.rel which means wind.
furs,
And just as your mother eloes with her
People used to think the' anemone opened wider when the
Hang them out in the air.
wind blew.
The bloodxoot Is another interesting spring flower which
Prize Talk.
I found in the woods. It comes up through the' layers e.f
Of course nobody needs to lie reminded of what brown leaves and lies on its siele as if creeping along.
Uncle Jack said last week about prizes. There arc to There is always a big heavy red-veined Leaf and a snowy,
be two of them, and they will be given to the writers waxen flower with a beautiful golden heart,both een sepaof the best and second-best composition on"The rate thick footstalks which spring from a thick potato-like
place you live in." Last week Uncle Jack gave you root. If this roof is broken a red liquid wliich loe.ks like
ble.e.el fIoWB e.ut anel stains your hands. The Indians used
some hints as to tlie points to be considered in gatherfor your compositions. This week he to use this liquid to decoratetheir faces and their tomaing

FuW
taMOrend omen.

?

?

materials
wants to talk to you about the prizes themselves anil
Hie rules of the competition. In the tirst, there are to
be two prizes.
The lirst prize is a solid silver watch. If a boy win
the lirst prize the watch will be a prettily engraved,
medium sized, hunting case watch. If a girl win she
will receive an equally good ladies' chatelaine watch.
In either event there will be an engraved inscription
Inside the case which will explain how the owner won
the watch, with date and name.
The second prize is a Catholic Dictionary. All the
boys and girls, and " grown-ups," as well, know how
convenient it is to have an encyclopedia at hand where
you can look up dates, historical facts, the biographies
of famous folks and find tlie answers to all sorts of
puzzling questions. The Catholic Dictionary is an
encyclopedia of Catholic facts and will be a great help
to any wide-awake, up-to-date family of boys or girls.
Tlie boy or girl writing the composition second in merit
will receive the Catholic Dictionary.
Now here arc the rules governing the competition.
Uncle Jack wants you to read them carefully and then
set them aside until you arc ready to send in your
stories, because compositions which do not comply
with these rules will not be considered.
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hawks.
I was going to tell you about the violets and thetrllliums and a dozen others, but my letter is getting long, so
I must I'losee.
Yours faithfully,
Helen Connell.
(If course we all want to hear from Helen soon again
anil perhaps some of the other young folks will follow
her example and describe tlie flowers they have found
this spring.
Sheffield Mills, N. S., .March ill, lsii".
Dear Uncle Jack:
This is the tirst letter I have written to you. Mygrandpa
takes the Kkvikw. I have tried tocorreet "A Mis-spelled
Tale." I am ten years old. I can not, go to school as I am
sick, but I hope to go soon. The games I play are "Tag,"
Hide and Seek," and many others. I live in the country.
The books I have read are "Black Beauty," "Blind
Agnes," "The Hoosier Schoolboy." I will now close.
Hoping to see my letter in print. I remain,
Your loving niece,
?

"

May 15, 1897.

to attending Sunday-school. Reading a few chapters
from a Hible history, the New Testament, John Gilmary
Shea's history of tlie Church in the United States or his
accounts of the early missions in America ought to
make the Sundays profitable and interesting. Uncle
.lack hopes Ague's is going to keep a flower diary in
which she will writedown the elates on which the different wild flowers appear in her neighborhood or, at least,
the date on which she tirst discovers them. She should
copy all the bits of verse she finds which mention the
flowers she is writing about. Details as to where she'
found the flowers with a description of the spot, whether
Held e.r swamp, we.oels. rocks, e.r grass plot, should
also find a place in the diary. Such a journal faithfully
ki'pt would make' a valuable' little be.e.k. Will Agnes
try it ?

South Rostov. Mass., March 18, 1897.
1>KAK l' Ne'l.K .1 Ae'K :
Inclosed you will And 111.- receipt for the Sacked Heart
Rkvikw. My aunt had my mother's address anel name
put on instead of her own. If this is satisfactory you can
senel me thee leaelge' anil Manual, if not let me know in the
paper. I hopetoreceive tin- badgeand Manual. I think
they are the prettiest I e-ve-r saw.
?

JllllN I'. FITZC.KKAI.I..

Uncle Jack is sorry the answer to John's letter has
been delayed so long, especially since it can't be an altogether satisfactory answer from John's point of view.
However, Uncle Jack hopes John w ill have better link
another year. His mother's subscription was sent in by
a canvasser who, of course, had to take oil' her commission. Uncle Jack can't afford te. give badges and
Manuals except with subscriptions which are sent
elirectly to the REVIEW office. That, is, the regular
price, two dollars, must be sent by mail or brought personally to the ollice.

Boston, Mass., March 19, 1897.
Dear L'nclk Jack:
This is my lirst letter tee you. I am twelve years c.1.1 anel
[goto St. Joseph's school. My teacher's name Is Sister
Clara Joseph. My sieulies are catechism, history, geography, spelling, grammar, reading and arithmetic. Our
pastor's name is Rev. Fr. Smyth. I would have written
before but I leave' been sick with diphtheria. I read a g I
deal. I have' read I ><>( t.\ Din.pi.'," "The' Five' Little
Peppers," anil a great many fairy uile's. I read the 11kview every week. I will write again soon.
Your le.ving niece,
?

??

Pansy A. K. Pugh.

Has Pansy read Miss Repplier's " Isook of Famous
Verse," or any of Miss Dorsey's books? Uncle Jack is
sure she wouldlike Miss Dorsey's newest book, '-The
Taming of 1'olly."
UNCLE JACK.

TOO POSITIVE.

Eleanor Fennkssky.

If I were' a buy again, and knew what I know now, I
Uncle Jackis sure Sheffield Mills must be a very interesting place. He hopes Kleanor will tell us all about it. would not be quite so positive in my opinions as I used
Which one of the wild flowers is the first to come up in to be. Boys generally think that they are very certain
her neighborhood? Does she know the trees by sight about many things. A boy ot fifteen is a great deal
and name? "The Strike at Shane's," by the same author more sure of what lie thinks he knows than is a man of
you
RULES FOR COMPETITORS.
as " Black Beauty," ought to interest a bright little fifty. You ask the buy a question, he will answer
experience and
1. Compositions must be written on one side of thepaper
country girl. Uncle Jack hopes Eleanor's illness is all right off, up and down. Ask a man of
only.
gone and that she is playing tag and romping out-of- ripe wisdom the quest ion. anil he will say "Well, there
2. They must be written with ink.
doors in the sunshine like the other healthy little girls. is much to be said about it. 1 am inclined, on the
:i. They must not be less than .WO or more than 1,200
whole, to think so and so; but other intelligent men
words in length.
think otherwise." When 1 was eight years old 1 travConcord
Junction,
14,
March
IHU7.
4. They must be posted on or before June 36.
Jack:
eled
from central Massachusetts to western New York,
5. They should be addressee! te. Uncle Jack, SACRED Dear Uncle
my first letter to you. I always read the Sacbed crossing the river at Albany, and going by canal from
This
is
Cambridge,
Kevif.w,
East
Mass.
Heart
(>. Pen names may be attached for publication, but fileHeart Review and find the girls'and boys'letters very Schenectady to Syracuse. On the canal boat a kindly
name and address and age of the writer must appear on interesting and, as I have not seen any from Concord gentleman was talking to me one day, and I mentioned
Junction, I thought I would write one.
each composition for Uncle Jack's information.
the fact that I had crossed the Connecticut River at
I go to a public school and am in the fifth grade. My Albany. How 1 got it into my head that it was the
be
uneler
seventeen
of
years
age.
Competitors
7.
must
8. Compositions must be the work of the children studies are reading, writing, spelling, geography, arithConnecticut River I ele. not know for I knew my geogthemselves. They may ask questions and get information mi'tii', language and history. My teacher's name is Miss raphy very well then ; but in some unaccountable way I
in any way that may offer, but the writing must be their Heard.
Albany was the
The nearest church is two miles away. It. is in Concord. had it fixed in my mind that the river at
own work. This is the only fair and honest way.
called
it
so.
Connecticut,
and
I
go
in
the
to
which
Reformatory,
very
a
But
there
is
Mass
I
your
hurry
compositions.
to send in
Now, don't be in
"Why," said the gentleman, "that is the Hudson
Look around you carefully, find out all the facts you Often. Our pastor's name is Fr. Moriarty, whom we all
very much. Fr. Moriarty had a fair about four months River."
like
or
or
or
your
city
township
town
wherever
can about
ago to raise money for a new church in Concord Junction.
"Oh, no, sir!" I said politely, but firmly; ?\u25a0you are
you live. Make several rough drafts of what you want The fair was a great success, raising $4,000.
mistaken.
That is the Connecticut River.''
introductory
of
part
your
to say. Be careful about the
The wild flowers I know are the daisy, sunflower, blue
Tlie gentleman smiled and said no more.
essay. Compositions which show especially good and white violets, horseshoe violet, starflower, false
1 was not much in tlie habit, 1 think, of contradicting
points will be printed whether they win a prize or not. Solomon's seal, lady's slipper, lady's tobacco, wild rose,
my
elders; but in this matter I was perfectly sure that
Only one composition may be sent in by each competitor. Mayflower, wood anemone, pussy willow, goldenrod,
I was right, and so I thought it my duty to correct the
dandelion, buttercup ami many others.
Harrison, N. J., April 20, 1897.
The games I play are "Blind Man's Buff," "'tag,'' gentleman's geography. 1 felt rather sorry for him
Dear Uncle Jack:
"Hide ami Seek,"" Run, Sheep, Run," "Jump Hope," that he should be so ignorant. One day, after I reached
I see that your boys anil girls are interested in wild
Hop Scotch," Under Bridge," " l'uss in the Corner " home, 1 was looking over my route on the map, anil, lo!
flowers, so I thought I would write and tell you about two "and many more."
there was Albany standing on the Hudson River, a huna
I
took
a
walk
or three which I found in the course of
There' is no Suiulay-scliool in this town, so I spend Satnot feel
couple of weeks ago. I suppose np in the New England urdays and Sundays studying catechism, which my dred miles from the Connecticut. Then I did
si. sorry (or the gentleman's ignorance as 1 did for
only
are
half
just
beginspring
visitors
hardy
States the
little
sister hears.
wrote
my own. I never fold anybody the story until
ning to peep from underneath their warm bed-covers of
I have a brother name.l Johnny,and a sisler named
snowdrops
IS and
of
it
a
thouthought
leaf-mould, but here' we have had alien
it
down
the
oilier
but
have
day;
1
Mary.
and bloiiilii.eets ami Violets this fortnight. I wonder if the
sand times, and always with a blushful' my boldness.
Hoping lo see- my letter in print, I remain,
bens and girls up in New England know that down here
Your niece',
Nor was it the only time 1 was perfectly sure of things
we never have the' lovely, delicate pink arl.utns. A few
Aonks Cakvey.
that really were not so. It is hard for a boy to learn
miles up in New York Stale- it grows in profusion, but noAllies must write again soon. Uncle Jack is glad that he may be mistaken ; but unless he is a fool he
body around the neighborhood eef New York City has ever
that she spends some time every Saturday and Sunday learns it. after a while. The sooner he finds it oill the
oiiii.l any.
All the l.oys and girls ought le. know
snowdrop. It in learning her catechism. That's the next best tiling better for him.? St. Nicholas.
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May 15, 1897.

Familiar.
THE CREATOR'S WISDOM AS SHOWN

IN NATURE.

RECENT EXPERIMENT AND DISCOVERY.

Poison organs in lisb.es are more common than
is generally supposed, but, unlike similar organs
in fishes, they seem to be used especially for defense and not for the purpose of procuring food.
The simplest form of poisonous spines is found in
the sting-ray?a fish abundant in tropical waters,
but occurring also in more temperate regions. The
defensive weapon of these fishes consists of barbed
spines situated on the upper part of the tail.
Although the spine does not have a special gland
for secreting the poisonous fluid, as is the case
with some of the poisonous fishes, the symptoms
caused by a wound from this spine are such as
can not be accounted for by mere mechanical
laceration. The pain is intense, and the subsequent inflammation of the wounded part not iufre
quently terminates in gangrene. It would seem that
the mucous secreted from the surface of the fish
must possess poisonous properties, and produce
its serious effects from inoculation by the jagged
spines.
In some other fishes such as the Synanceia,
Verrucosa, Trachinus draco, and Scorp,, nn
the spine possesses a grooved channel
scropha
connected with a poison bag at its base, such as is
seen in the fangs of poisonous serpents. Mr.
.lames D. Brunton, as quoted in the Popular
Science Monthly, gives an interesting account of
the poison apparatus in Trachinus draco and
Scorpoena scropha. The Trachinus draco is a fish
not unlike the trout in appearance, and is common
on all European coasts, where it goes by the common name of
weevcr." Gunther says that no
special poison organ has been found in these
fishes, but that the mucous secretion in the vicinity
of the spines has poisonous properties. Brunton,
however, affirms that the spine, one of which is
situated on each gill-cover, is connected with a
poison gland through a duct formed by the combination of a groove in the spine and a very thin
membrane which covers the latter almost to its
point. "When the spine enters a resisting body the
membrane is pushed back, allowing the poisonous
secretion free access to the wound. The gland, he
says, is small, with nucleated, colorless cells
secreting a transparent fluid.
The Scorpwna is quite as dangerous a fish. It
is unattractive in appearance, having a squat
body and a large, misshapen head. The French
fisherman call it le diable." The special organ
of this fish is connected with the first three rays
of the dorsal fin, the duct being formed as in
Trachinus. In addition to this there is a spine
on each gill-cover, also connected with a poison
gland. According to Mr. Brunton, the effect of a
wound from cither of these fishes is quite a serious
matter, although Gunther says that wounds inflicted by the fin-spines of Scorpama are exceedingly painful, but arc not followed by serious consequences. The symptoms, as described by Brunton, are as follows At the moment of puncture
only a sharp prick is felt, but a few moments later
the part begins to burn aud become acutely painful, which pain rapidly increases in violence and
extent. Then a feeling of suffocation, and pain
over the heart is felt. Finally delirium and convulsions supervene, wliich may pass on to collapse
and death, or may, after lasting for many hours,
gradually subside, leaving a. malaise which is very
difficult to get rid of. The point of puncture soon
shows the results of intense irritation and may
eventually become gangrenous. The treatment is
practically the same as for a snake bite. The
poison approaches that of the serpent in character,
being alkaloidal, very quickly decomposed, and
intensely rapid in its action. It is secreted in
larger quantities at the spawning season and is
most active in the male fish. The Trachinus is
?

?

"

"
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particularly dangerous to bathers and fishermen,
as it is in the habit of concealing itself in the sand
in shallow water and is very likely to be stepped
upon unawares. In the Synanceia, which Mr.
Brunton does not seem to have investigated, the
poison is conveyed into the wound in the same
way as in the Trachinus, but the poison organ is
much more developed and the wounds inllicted by
it are more dangerous.
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THE NEW BISHOP OF MOBILE.
Continued from paeje 385.

But this I have against thee that thou hast left
thy first charity. Be mindful, therefore, from
whence thou art fallen ; and do penance and do the
first works. Or else I will come to thee, and will
remove thy candlestick out of its place, unless thou
shalt have done penance" (Apoc. ii-2-5). Not only
the Catholics of a diocese are interested in the
In one of the reports of the English consul at appointment of its bishop ; the event has its imIspahan is given an interesting account of the prep- portance for thoughtful Catholics of all dioceses ;
aration of opium. The harvesting begins about the episcopacy is the divinely established board
the first of May. An incision is made iv the of government of the universal Church, and
poppy heads in the afternoon, and the juice is every change in its membership appeals to the
allowed to run all night into copper pots in which attention of all Church members. The news,
the product is preserved until near the time when then, that a vacant see has been happily filled, is
it is to be exported. It is then submitted to a se- a welcome message to Catholics everywhere,
ries of manipulations. Each workman has before though, naturally enough, it is of closest interest
him a copper plate about eighteen inches long by for the faithful of that particular diocese.
ten inches wide. He takes from the mass of crude
Such gladtidings have come to lift up the heart of
opium in the pot about an ounce and a half, and
a
Church
sadly stricken, because of the early and
rubs it on the plate, after which he lets it dry about
death of its former beloved and saintly
unexpected
twelve minutes in the sun, and then puts it in the
shade. Next he triturates it with a kind of little shepherd. On February the 25th the most
iron spade until he sees that it is sufficiently dry. reverend archbishop of New Orleansreceived from
After all has been treated in this way, the whole Kome the bull appointing, to the bishopric of
mass is warmed over a small charcoal lire until it
has acquired a certain plasticity, when portions of Mobile, the Very Rev. EdwardPatrick Allen, D.D.,
it about thirty ounces are again beaten on the presidentjof Mount St. Mary's College, Kmittsburg,
copper plate in order to give it the desired degree Md. No worthier successor of the lamented Bp.
of consistency, and to impart to it the beautiful O'Sullivan could be named,
no appointment be
golden yellow color which it has when we see it. more auspicious. As head of a venerable and inIt is then packed, in parcels weighing about 180
ounces, in tin boxes covered with copper and silk. fluential institution Dr. Allen had shown himself
a man of ability, resources, and tact. He guided
The commission appointedby the Dutch govern- the college safely through hard financial straits;
ment to inquire into the plan for draining the wou the affection of the students, whose studies
Zuydcr Zee has recently made its report. The and discipline he maintained at a high grade; and
work would extend over thirty-one years, and held the respect and support of as earnest and
every year 24,700 acres of land wouldbe reclaimed. self-sacrificing a board of educators as may be
The dyke from the coast to Fricsland would be found in the country. All this was effected in so
thirty miles long, and would take nine years to unostentatious a way that only those closely conconstruct. The total cost of the drainage, includ- cerned with the work realize how much has been
ing au indemnity to fishermen, is estimated at accomplished.
$1:10,000,000. On the other hand, the value of
Dr. Allen is a fine example of that large class
the reclaimed land is estimated at $135,000,000,
so that a profit of $5,000,000 would be obtained. of young Americans of Irish blood, good family,
and well-to-do condition, who have made a place
for
themselves in our history second to none. He
INVENTION OF THE SHOT TOWER.
was born at Lowell, Mass., in 1853, attended
Everyone has seen the tall buildings called shot elementary schools there, and received his classical
towers. The lead is melted and dropped from a and ecclesiastical education at Mt. St. Mary's.
great height, and as it falls through the air it On Dec. 17, 1881, he was ordained priest by the
separates into little round balls, and, falling into Rt. Rev. Thomas A. Becker, bishop of Savannah.
water, it cools and becomes hard. Before AVatts,
For two years he labored in the ranks of the
the discoverer of the present mode of making shot, secular priesthood of his native state ; he was then
had his notable dream, the manufacture in question called to his alma mater, where, after a brief serwas a slow, laborious, and consequently costly vice as vice-president, he was elected to the higher
process.
position he has since tilled with such exceptional
Great bars of lead hid to be pounded into success. He is a scholarly man and modest; has
sheets of a thickness nearly equal to the diameter a kind heart, and no fear of patient and laborious
of the shots desired. These sheets had then to toil; is open-minded and straightforward; and
be cut into little cubes, placed in a revolving bar- above everything else is priestly. Northener by
rel, and there rolled around until, by constant birth, his long residence in Maryland, where he has
friction, the edges wore off from the little cubes, controlled the education of many of the Souths
and they become nearly round. Watts had often most promising minds, has enabled him to know
racked his brain trying to discover somebetter and and appreciate the southern character and ideal;
less costly scheme, but in vain. Finally, after and, certainly, one of the happiest aspects of his
spending an evening with some boon companions promotion is the circumstance that in him will be
he went home, went to bed, and soon fell asleep.
found another realization of the truth, so
His slumbers, however, were disturbed by unwel- surely
come dreams, in one of which he was again in the well exemplified in another way in the gifted
dark, and as they were stumbling home it began to Grady, that North and South needbut to know one
rain shot beautiful globules of polished, shining another well, to admire the sterling qualities poslead?in such numbers that he and his companions sessed by each, and make sectionalism the vain
had to seek shelter. In the morning Watts rememof unheeded demagogues.
bered his curious dream, and it obtruded itself on shibboleth
Alabama should congratulate herself upon her
his mind all the day. He began to wonder what
shape molten lead would assume in falling through new citizen; Maryland, the richer by fourteen
the air, and finally, to set his mind at rest, he years of his valuable services, must regret his
ascended to the top of the steeple of the church going; aud Massachusetts, his birthplace, maybe
of St. Mary of Redcliffe, and dropped slowly and
proud of the son who takes his place among the
regularly a ladlcful of melted lead into the moat thousands
who have gone forth from her bounds
below. Descending, he took from the bottom of
large sphere of usefulness in sister states.
to
fill
a
the shallow pool several handfuls of the most perAd multos annos! is certainly the thrice refect shot he had ever seen. Watts' fortune was
prayer of all who have had the privilege of
peated
made, for from this exploit came the idea of the the new bishop's acquaintance.
ever
since
has
been
the
only
shot tower, which
Joseph Y. Tracy.
means employed in the manufacture of the little
Md.
.Seminary,
Mary's
Baltimore,
St.
sport.
missiles so imi ortant in war and
?

?

?
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FashOiL
onur etter.
A GLANCE AT THE
NEWEST STYLES IN DRESS.

Now that the hot days are tolerably
near at hand it is time to give some
thought to the pretty washable fabrics which are shown in profusion
everywhere this season and which,
made up into gowns, are to be more
fashionable than ever. There never
was such a variety of washable
materials as is shown this year.
And they are very cheap or very dear,
as one likes. There are very pretty
calicoes in artistic designs and beautiful colors, warranted to wash, selling
for three or four cents a yard. For
ten cents one has the price of a pretty
frock for a little girl and for fifty
cents one may have a gowu for one's
self unless one is an extra stout
person. "Well laundered, these cheap
calicoes make very pretty morning
dresses. I saw a red and white
striped calico for three cents a yard
which in the hands of a skilful seamstress would make a very cool and
pretty gown.

Another use to which these cheap

calicoes may be put is making dressy
wrappers for neglige wear. Enormous
quantities of wrappers are being
placed on the counters of the big
shops this spring. It seems as if
there never was such a demand for
them. Most of them arc made of
light-colored lawn or organdie and
trimmed with ribbon and lace. The
most expensive ones are made of India silk in pale yellow, rose, lavender
or blue. They range in price from
fifty cents up to fifteen dollars.
FOX WORKING WEAR.

Oddly enough, wrappers do not
seem to be the recognized housewives' kitchen attire any longer.
Another sort of frock is sold as a
kitchen dress. Our grandmothers
would hail it with delight, for it is the
old-time round waist with a corded
band and the full gathered skirt
joined to the waist. There is a soft
turned-over collar and full sleeves
o-athercd into a wristband which is
fastened with buttons. These gowns
come in a variety of calicoes of allover designs and in blue and white

striped and checked ginghams. They
make a very neat attire, which is more
than can ever be said of the wrapper.
LUXURIOUS LOUNGINC
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lined with pink silk to match the
pink of the flower. Tho long ribbons
falling in loops from throat to foot
and the perky bows on the shoulders
and sleeves match the green of the
leaves. A frill of lace encircles the
neck and falls in a cascade half way
down the front. Twenty dollars was
the price of that "wrapper." A
clever little lady who saw this gorge,
ous affair in a shop window made a
very satisfactory imitation of it with
a few yards of pink batiste for lining,
a six-cent-a-yard lawn and lace at
eight cents a yard to work on.
FASHIONS IN

MAXIM..

Most of the wrappers, whether
cheap or dear, are made with a round
yoke, a wattcau pleat in the back,
fitted at the sides and falling full
and straight in front. All of them
have fitted linings. A few have ruffles around the bottom, but most of
them are plain.
But to go back to the washable
gowns. Lawn and organdie and
batiste and linen are favorite materials. They range in price from
six to sixty cents a yard. These, of
course, are for the dressier frocks.
Gingham and chambray come in a
great variety of pretty colors and
designs, but they are used more for
childrens and little girls' dresses than
for women's gowns. Duck and linen
canvas and cotton cheviots and Bedford cords arc made up into the
tailor gowns with plain skirts and
jackets. The latter is most frequently an Eton this season and is
worn with a fancy front of lace or
embroidery or chiffon. The white
pique and brown linen skirts promise
to be quite as popular as they were
Shirt-waists of thin
last year.
materials elaboratelytrimmed,or plain
silk waists with linen collar and cuffs
may be worn with them.
RUFFLED SKIRTS.

The skirts of the thinner wash dresses
are invariably made with ruflles this
season. Usually they are gored and
fitted smoothly in front and over the
hips with all the fullness gathered
across the back. A very charming
frock of green and white batiste was
made after this fashion. There were
five narrow rullles overlapping each
other at the bottom. At the left
side a row of pert little bows of green
ribbon were set five or six inches
apart, making a line from the waist
to the foot of the skirt. The waist
was made in surplice fashion very
high at the back of the neck, crossing
low in front of the throat with a
fichu effect and fastening at the left
side. There was a frill of lace around
the neck and wrists. The sleeves
were tight to the wrist, where they
widened slightly in bell fashion. They
were surmounted at the shoulder by
a single large puff. The girdle was
of green ribbon ending at one side in
a bow with short ends. Another
lawn frock had five wide rullles set
four inches apart, each headed with a
puff and almost covering the skirt
from top to bottom.

However comfortable the wrapper
may be, it invariably has a lazy?not
to say a slouchy?look about it. The
wrapper nowadays seems to be intended to put on when all one's work
is done and one wants to loaf and
rest a bit in the easiest chair in the
house. And it's really worth while,
some of the philosophers say, to keep
one's brightest and daintiest frocks
to loaf in. Their prettiness has a
restful, brightening effect of itself.
Some of the wrappers shown in the
shops seem to have been made with
reference to that theory. A beautiful
NOVELTIES IN BODICKB.
affair of white organdie has delicate
novelty is a waist having
pretty
(lowers
A
and green leaves
pink
alternate
of
rows of rulUes of
yoke
sprinkled over the surface. It is a

the material and Hat bands of em-

broidery having scalloped edges.
An exceedingly pretty frock of
Swiss muslin was made entirely of
tucks, apparently. The skirt was
tucked horizontally, literally from
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Boat Rowers
Bicycle Riders
Baseball Runners

an incroaseof
The ure.it meescle niTviiie produceselectric
energy
the parts, and by its
them' llee; power to throw olt all soreness.

vital activity in

gives
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top to bottom. The tucks were an
much
inch wide. The waist, just a loose
1 l.avi* eise'el ve.eir Anoelveee Lileinii'letallwith
use it. In
\u25a0atlsfactlou. Baseball playen itaould
after any lively spurt it will prevent sore inusblouse, was also a mass of tucks and (act,
M.
KWIMx,
\\
eles and stiff joints.
Manage! anil Captain New York Ball Club
the sleeves likewise. It was very
Liver Pill Made."
odd and pretty, but one couldn't help
wondering what the laundress would
say to it or do to it.
anil sick headache,
Fe.sitivelvt'i.re biliousnessTh.'>
Accordion-plaited frocks of organ- fivTranrtWelconmlalnu.
ext- ?al ""'Purtt «
r
ti,.. hi I Delicate wotiii'ie leti'l lelii't ltolli
die arc very novel and pretty ?in
the shop windows. They are likely
to muss readily and are not easily
put in shape again. A skirt of this
sort is made of four wide flounces
overlapping each other. The bodice
is also of the accordion-plaiting. A
harness of flowered ribbon decorated
with many loops and bows gives it a
dressy air. The sleeves arc of plain
material.
The frill of lace around the neck is
as characteristic of this season's
fashions as the riblion stock and big
bow at the back were of last year's.
Usually the lace is three or four inches
wide and is gathered in a bunch at
the back of the neck and laid flat at
the sides. The oldfashioncd crepe
niching is again in vague as a neck
dressing, and very pretty and becom- ALL QUARTERED OAK, FRENCH
ing it is, too.
BEVEL PLATE.
To wear with the thin summerfrocks
there are hats madeof tulle. The tulle
Silver drawer lined with velvet.
is gathered on full over a frame of
The other drawers are finished
silk covered wire. Loops of velvet
in shellac.
It is really a
ribbon and bright flowers are used
beautifully finished piece of
for trimming. Not only black and
on
We
have
furniture.
white tulle,but every imaginable color
our floors a great variety of
is used. One color is frequently used
throughout with very pretty effect.
A hat made of purple tulle is trimmed
with violets and purple velvet. A
gray hat has yellow flowers and black
ribbon,
lilack tulle looks well with
red cherries and green leaves. If
More than 100 different
care is taken in the choice of colors
styles of Dining Tables
these hats are almost invariably beand a great quantity of
coming. A very good rule when in
1)ining Chairs. A very nice
doubt is to choose black or white.
They are easy to make, too, if one is Oak 8-ft. Table for $6,50 and a Strong
at all skilful in that sort of work.
Hirrh Back Chair for 90c.
It is a great help, however, to get a
good look at some of the ready-made
hats.
Polly Daly.
Is the best suite in the market for
the money. It is a beauty, and will
stand wear, as it is made of the best
material and by the best workmen.
A great variety of odd parlor pieces
can be seen at our store. Visit our
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ultra-Protestant fanaticism, and the death. The two missionaries, Despreacher of the Free Community in godins and Hiet, were condemned
oTribPutfeswan riters. Amsterdam not long ago gave voice to be sewed in sacks and then cast
tothis alarm. "The Catholic Church," into the river. One name was heard ;
he said, is winning triumphs which a man was hurled into the torrent
"
CONGREATILSCOMMENDATION. (ill the leaders of free religious life and was broken on the rocks. Then
One of the editorialstaff of the Conejregatio7iali.it, writing to that paper
from Washington, had this to say
recently of the educational institution
over which Dr. Conaty now presides
as rector:
One who visits the Catholic University, meets its professors and
studies the type of student there,
comes away impressed with the high
standard of its founders, their
breadth of purpose, the virility and
courtesy of the men one meets, and
the culpability of Protestants who
affect either to ignore or despise the
life and purpose of such men or such
an institution. To do so is lioth
foolish and wicked. John Fiske is a
foeman whom few care to joust with,
yet Prof. Shanahan of this University has done it recently in a most
vigorous, skilful fashion, as all may
see who care to readthe last number of
the University Quarterly Bulletin.
Prof. Shanahan is a splendid specimen of the stalwart, refined IrishAmerican. To one who has known
of and read Maurice F.Egan,for many
years, it is a pleasure to find him in
his proper niche at last, interpreting
and American literature to
men of diverse nationalities,and ever
insisting that no man is so base as
he who prostitutes gifts of observa?

"

tion, expression or thought

to

pro-

duce immoral or unmoral literature."

IN HOLLAND.

According to the Volkszeitung of
Cologne, the Catholic faith is making
considerable and very gratifying
progress in Holland, and a decided
change of sentiment with regard to
the Church has taken place within the
last fifty years. The fact, it says,
that some of the members of the recently constituted Council of Guardianship of the young queen are

Catholics, is in this respect highly
significant. Not only in this, but
also in nearly every other department of public life, the rapid growth
of Catholic influence is to be seen.
In the war ollice, both the ministers
of war, Gen. Schneider, and the
inspector-general of artillery, Bcrgansius, are Catholics. The best understanding reigns between Catholics
and Protestants. In several districts,
with an overwhelmingly Protestant
population, practical Catholics have
been elected as representatives in
either the senate, the chamber, or the
provincial and municipal councils.
Whereas, again, formerly in exclusively Catholic provinces all the
government officials were Protestants,
at present in North Brabant and
Limburg Protestant officials are
quite an exception, whilst in other
provinces Catholics are appointed
quite readily, and without any indication of bigotry or narrow-mindedness. The remarkable development
of Catholicism during the past few
years naturally excites the alarm of

with anxiety. The Catholic Popular
Association, the Peasants' League in
the flat country, the Young Men's
Association, are all occupied in protecting the faithful against every
heretical influence." The preacher
regretfully admits that the development of Catholic life is not met by
any awakening of consciousness on
the Protestant side, but rather the
contrary. He is, however, too honest
to deny the good which the Catholic
Church is doing, but prefers to view
the recent leaning towards Catholicism as a tendency to reconciliation
and brotherly affection.

Catholic issions.
M
A

THIBETAN APOSTLE.

With that strange inconsistency
which so often marks its attitude,
the French government, that persecutes the Church at home, and upholds its work in the French colonies,
has, says the Univers, just decorated
Mgr. Biet, a celebrated missionary,
with the red cross in appreciation of
his heroic service in far-off Thibet.
He has spent twenty-eight years in
active missionary life, and during
that time death has often stared him
in the face. He has explored that
vast unknown region of Central Asia
and has made the country known to
Frenchmen.
Without its missionaries the French
would have no settlement in Tonkin,
or, rather, Indo-China, which may
become a new and greater France.
Before Francis Gamier had explored
the country themissionaries werethere
and had established a see at Hanoi.
Northwest of Tonkin the priests of
the foreign missions have penetrated
the province of Yun-Nan, wliich leads
into China and to Thibet.
Thibet is the citadel of Central
Asia," says Reclus. At the foot of
this immense mountain range Mgr.
Biet has spent twenty-eight years.
There he found traces of the older
missionaries, of the Italian monk
Odorico dc Pordenone, who, in the
fourteenth century, made his way to
the "Holy City," to the mysterious
L'Hassa. In 1845 two missionaries,
Hue and Gabet, again attempted to
preach the Gospel in this unknown
region, and sojourned there two
months. Ever since the city is closed
to Christians, and recently Mgr. Biet
and his companions had to quit the
valley of Bonga after bitter sufferings
and persecutions.
Their departure was preceded by a
terrible scene. Fifty Christians were
condemned to be thrown into the
river, which runs beside a steep precipice. They were in chains and behind each was a pagan executioner.
The chief of them had announced
that as a signal he would pronounce
the names of the executionurs, which
were unknown to the victims. Thus
were they left in expectancy of

"
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Purvis, eef Princeton Tl logical Seminary,
Dr. Welde-r, of CruzeT, e-te'.: most valuable treatises on the' "Anl " and "Spider"
by Rev. Dr. H.C.McCook.who is the- highKey.

est living authority on these' topics; won-

derfullyinteresting problems in astronomy,
discussed ley Prom. Simoa Neweoinle and
Lewis Swift, the "comef Under"; scholarly
articles on " Psychology," " tlvpneetism "
and Telepathy,'' by l'rof. .I.Mark Baldwin of Princeton a remarkably able treatise on " Bridges," by Professor Merriman,
of Lehigh University, ami hundreds of
othnrnotalile scientific papers. The illustrations air superb, and embrace a, line of
chromatic jelate-s snowing nearly Tiki subjectsinseventeen colors. The regular prices
have- lee-e-n ti\.-.l at $35.00to $45.00 aset, bul
the' advance orders mew solicited, as j,,*r
the Syndicate Co.'s announcement on page'
400, ol this issue, are to be lilleilal $7.50 ami
$9.00, <if which ai.iiitini only "in-half is reijuired in advance "f publication. This
lnosi Libera] niter is made fur the sole pnrpe.se' «ef atdvertiaing tin- new wrk. anel
[.ringing it speedily to public notice. The
first edition only will he's,,lil at these low
prices; thereafter the cost will lee- from $36.-(Hlte.s4s.uo. Our readers should certainly
send for sample pages of the work; for this
unusual opportunity Is certainly deserving
eef wiele' are ept at ii ill, allel the' high I'nnimerrial standing of the- publishers make-s ii prefertly safe tee se'iul advance i.r.lers, as re\u25a0?

:
the leader of the mob began to mock
the Christians and asked if any one
had seen the soul of the martyr escaping.
Fr. Desgodins, who had a perfect
command of the language of Thibet,
addressed the officer with such earnestness and eloquence that the massacre was interrupted. A few days
afterwards the Christians were conducted into Chinese territory.
It is not hatred so much as avarice
that the missionaries to Thibet have
to contend against. The Buddhist
monks wield a great influence over i]Uireel.
the people, and every conversion
would diminish their revenue. This
is the main reason why the country is
closed against Christian missionaries.
But substantial results have been
gained. First, the language has been
made known to strangers. A priest
TRADE-MARK.
of the foreign missions was among
A complete sacramental service for the home,
Articles
all
of
Ornate Silver, enclosed in handthe first to study and master it. For some Oaken Cabinet.
Something: new and badly
needed.
Perfect in design and finish. A boon to
six months, disguised as a merchant, the sick, aged
and infirm.
Our descriptive Hooklet containing a wonderhe took lessons from a lama. The ful story,
beautifully illustrated, and ecclesiastical
indorsements,
mailed Free. It fully explains the
priest,
Catholic
of course, concealed
Outfit. Write for it. Mention this publication.
his identity from the lama, and he Est.
The lioman Silver-Plate Co.
,8

Roman's

JSich-Qall
Outfit." H

translated the Thibet characters into
Chinese. By night he compiled a
Franco-Thibet dictionary, which perfects the work of Cosma.

Mgr. Biet has had little time to devote to scientific work, but has succeeded in obtaining valuable knowledge of the geography of this region.
He has sent to the museum a rare
collection of animals. His explorations through Yun-Xan will enable
the French merchants and soldiers to
find their way to Thibet, towards
which the English are constantly advancing.
The bishop comes from a remarkable family. Four of his brothers
were missionariesand two sisters also.
France has reason to be proud of the
achievements of her missionary explorer.
PRIZE FOR THE PROMPT.
Heretofore, tl.e> preparation of a general
encyclopaedia haj 1..-,\u25a011 the work eef a generation, with the- Inevitable result that the
tirst pari became out e.f date l.<-f<>i-i- the' last
lee.rtie.il eeeeilel b« Written. This seemingly
unavoidable state nf affairs has been overcome by the- publishers eef "The' American
Educator," a splendid new work In four
volumes, which is soon to be issued by the'
Syndicate Publishing <'e>., of Philadelphia,
anel which has been prepared ii. less than
two yean, must e.f the' important matter.
statistics, etc.,having been made >i]> .luring
Ihe- last sis nieeiiilis. when it Is known that
this new work treats some 65,000 separate
encyclopaedia subjects, give's 15,000 biographical sketches, and contains over 75,000
geographical liaitl.s allel plae-e'N, .-.'lilt' i.lea
may be formed "ft he- magnitude of the task
of its production in so sheert a time. This
has le.eii made- possible by the employment
c.fa trained forceof more'than 200scientists
and educators, and an unstinted outlay of
rash, it la a remarkable instance of up-todate 1 k-niaking.
" The. American Educator " give-s special
attention t" the* live teepi.-s of tin- present
clay. its Electrical Department is claimed
te. he- the' lee-st in print, ami lernught right
dOWn te. till- elate- e.f issue. All the' lateSt
advances in se-ieiie-e' ami inee-hanie-al >ki 1!
are- recorded ami illustrated as, feer example, the great suspension bridges just begun
at New Veirk
eeim crossing the- Hudson,
anil the- other the KaM River; the Boston
subway; the' Chicago drainage canal; eeur
latest battleships .if the' Kearsarge ami Alaixiiiin types; the- Maxim and bangley alrships.aml the Arctic explorations of Kansen ami Amiii'; while' the- recent >tirring
events in Armenia, Cuba and Greeoe ate-,
for the first time, made mattersof authentic
encyclopaedia record. Tin- biographies are
largely those of living men; the- statistics
are in part the' result e.f -emie' 30,000 >pe'. ial
reports s.-nt to the publishers by l.ee-al e.tlie'ials iv all parts of tne worldsince Janusjrj
1, ISH7. We- ne.te' alsee a tin.' history .'I
"Methodism," ley the' Rev. Bishop Hurst,
giving the' world's statistics feer 1887; while'
eethe-r deneeiuiieatie.us receive equally exhaustivetreatment at the handsofKey. Dr.
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The most beautiful Art Production of the century. "A small bunch of the most fragrant of biossoms lathered from the broad acres of Eugene Field's
Form of Love." Contains a selection of the most
beautiful of the poems of Eugene Field. Handsomely illustrated by thirty-five of the world's
greatest artists as their contribution to the Moncontributions of the
ument Fund. Bnt fo* the noble have
been manufac
?rent artists this book could not
tnred for J7.00. For sale at book stores, or sent
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Leonard, William 11. Lyons, Cornelius couvent, Fr. Cloutier. Fr. O'Donnell
M. Herllhy, Peter Hughe's, preached an impressive sermon approFriend, (P. T. B.), $5 each; Mr. John priate to the occasion, and also gave

Divine, 84; Reilty ,< Ciinunins. s:', ?
Messrs. John Morris, M. F. o'Day, 1).
Desmond, Friend, -s2 each; Messrs. James
Aui'. Cobbioan will consecrate thenew 11. Denvir, James Ilealy, Miss Julia
Mgr. Preston Memorial Chapel at White Hayes, 81 each. Donations of money,
Plains, N. V., on May :;i.
clothing, stores, or any articles useful to
the children or in the Home are respect'I'm', beautiful new altar of St. Augustine's Church, Brooklyn, will be' fully solicited.
l.lissetl by Abp. Martinelli ou May 20.
Bp. TiKitNi'.v has sent 830 as a contrito the funel for the Improvement
bution
Ne.iuK Dame Church, which was dedof
the
old cemetery em Gold street. Harton
Beaven,
staiuls
icated recently by Bp.
ford, anil tin- Hartford Courant, in referthe site e.f Pittsliehl's lirst Catholic
It is suggestive
ing to the subject, says
church.
of the pleasant relations existing in this
May 24 is tlie elate set l'e.r the observcity that the head of thee Roman Catholic
ance of the silver jubilee of the Rev. John Church in Hartford anil the state should
W. McMahon in olel SI. Mary's Church, contribute to a fund which is largely to
Charlestown, which will be opened for improve the surroundings anel benefit the
t his celebration.
property of the old church wliich was
Thk new altar soon to be erected in the the beginning of Congregationalism herecathedral in New York in memory of John abouts."
MothkkCollins, of the convent e.f the
Baptist dc la Salle, by the Christian
Brothers,' will be of pure Gothic design Sacred Heart, Massachusetts avenue, Bosand will be built of Italian white marble ton, has been transferred to old St.
Michael's Convent, New Orleans, which
with onyx pillars.
celebrates its golden jubilee in July next.
conCorrhian,
York,
ABP.
of New
Gnat regret has been expressed that the
ferred the La'tare medal e.f Neitre Dame
of her health has necessitated
impairment
University on Thomas Addis Kmmet on
this change. She will be greatly missed
Thursday week. Rev. James French,
in lioston, where she has been for three
('. 8.C., represented the University ..n
years, especially by the poor and orphaned
occasion.
tliis
children, in whom she took a great interThe informal reception given by the est. She will fill the ofliee of superior in
sanctuary choir of the cathedral to his the southern city quite as efficiently as
Grace, Abp. Williams, before his depart- she discharged the duties of a similar
ure for Europe, was a very pleasing irib- position in tlie northern one.
ute to the beloved prelate, and in his imTiik rrsuline Sisters will soon open
promptu address he showed that he thortheir
Catholic college for women on their
oughly appreciated the farewell complirecently purchased property at New Roment.
chelle, N. Y. The institution will be for
Am.i.icans do not hurt themselves at- the benefit of those who have been graduteniling church. At St. Olave's, London, ated from the academic schools of the
Whose rector has an inc..me of 110,250) order or passed the Regents' examination
the average' attendance is thirty-four in required by the State University. The
the morning and twenty-seven in the house, which is to be remodeled, is a magA non-Catholic paper states nificent stone castle built by the late Simevening.
that only fifteen per cent, of the membereon Leland, the noted hotel man. The
ship attenel Anglican churches on Sunday life-size statues of Terpsichore, Orpheus
in England.
and Thalia have been replaced by statues
(iiannino.
was
who
the of the saints, anil the famous ballroom
Tub Rev. Dr.
neighbor and friend e.f Bp. Cheverus, the will be the convent chapel.
lirst Catholic bishop of Boston, is te. have
A Catholic university will be estaba statue erected to his memory through lished in Mexico, as one of the results of
the thought fulness of John Foster, a well the deliberations of the Catholic congress
known Boston merchant, whose death in that country. The subject was subwas recently recorded. The Unitarian mitted to the Sacred Congregation of
minister Charming sincerely lamented the Studies and met with warm approval.
death of Cheverus, who had become car- The university, to begin with, will comdinal-archbtahop of Bordeaux, France.
prise the three main I.ranches of ecclesiastical science, philosophy, theology
Thb association for unemployed winkand
canon law, ami in each of these subof
10
immigrant
girls
ing women and
it will have the power of conferring
jects
Coinpton street, Boston, has issued its
degrees
to be recognized as equivalent to
shows
that
a
report.
great
It
lirst annual
in Koine. The establishment
given
those
deal of good has been accomplished. The
has
been set ou foot under the
already
year
during
the
whole Dumberof inmates
direction of Abp. Alarcon, ami is exwei'.', up to March 2C 4,889; meals given
to be one of the most effective
them 8,870; girls placed from olliee 37"<. pected
The present board of managers includes means of restoring the Catholic religion
position in Mexico.
Mrs. John M. Maguire,* president. Mr. to its former
Bernard Foley, treasurer; Mrs. M. K.
Springfielel
Republican says:"The
Thk
Conlon, Mrs. James Maguire. Mrs. J. H. reader who objects to having the Masons
O'Neil, Mrs. Annie L. Devine, Mrs. John lay the corner-stone of our new high
Supple, Mrs. William McCarthy. Miss school building is perfectly right. The
Katie Brennan, Mis- Annie Doherty, Miss mere fact that this citizen protests is
Helen Murtagh and Mr. James T. Tighe. enough to rule out a proceeding that is
The Rev. Richard J. Barry is spiritual open to criticism. It is proper for the
director. The donations have been lib- Masonic order of the Odd Fellows or any
eral, and medical and legal advice have other secret organization to dedicate buildbeen furnished, free of cost, by well ings of their own witli all the pomp
and ceremony and ritual they may choose
known Catholic gentlemen.
ending
May
6: 10 children to employ? it is another matter to invite
I'l.K the week
received into any one of these secret societies to take
girls
10
were
?8 boys and
charge of the initial ceremonies attending
the' Home for Destitute CatholicChildren;
the beginning of any public structure. If
families;
were
in
placed
girl
and
1
2girls
it
were proposedto ask theEssenic order,
2 boys anel 2 girls were restored to their the order of the American Mechanics, the
May
in
Home'
Remaining
the
relatives.
Ancient Order of Hibernians or what not
8: 111 children MT boys and 86 girls.
to lay the corner-stone of the high school,
and
elonasubscriptions
following
Thethere woulel be many to ask why that
tions have been received for the week
be done."
ending May 6: Mr. James I). Casey, OS6; shoulel
Mme. Finnic.an, of Boston, received
Mr. F. L. Dunne, |15; Mr. M. Rouglian,
$10; Rev. J. J. Harkins, Rev. J. S. Mc- the black veil in the chapel of the Sacred
Kone, Rev.
Joseph J. Derinoely. Rev. Heart, Kenwood, Albany, N. V., on May
O'Connor,
Rev. William 1!. 5. Rev. Philip O'Donnell officiated at the
Charles A.
Whalen, Messrs. James Rotighan, Luke ceremony, assisted by the chaplain of the
Merry DM,

:"

?

?
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Dickey,

Val was the' guest .'l'
the' archbishop .if Toronto, last week.
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solemn benediction in the evening.

Thk funeral services over the remains
of|Rear Admiral Meade took place at St.
Aloysius' Church, Washington, on May
0.

The interment with suitable honors

was at Arlington.
Bi\ Curtis, of Wilmington, Del., took
leave of the people of his diocese in the
pro-cathedral on Sunday week. It was an
affectionate farewell in which he expressed
warmly his appreciation of the assistance she might be hap- \
~-'
he had received at all times from the py and free from
?
pain.
clergy and the laity.
weighed
through
life
Women who drag
down by some torturing, dragging weakThe Sisters of St. Joseph completed ness
or disease of their sex are not doing
their fiftieth year in the diocese of Phila- their full duty to themselves. They are not
taking the means which enlightened scidelphia on Thurselay. The anniversary, ence
affords them of being well and strong
Wednesday
on
however, was celebrated
and capable.
so
These special complaints from whichDr.
at Mt. St. Joseph's Convent, when Bp. many
women suffer are not necessary.
Prcndergast said pontifical Mass, and Pierce's Favorite Prescription positively
other exercises suitable to the occasion cures even the most severe and obstinate
cases.
took place.
It is not a haphazard medicine. It is not
cure-all." It is a scientific remedy deThe anniversary of the dedication of avised
by an educated and experiencedspeobserved
the Hartford cathedral was
on cialist for the one purpose of curing the
diseases of women.
Sunday last by the celebration of pontifi- 9pecial
Ten9 of thousands of women have been
An
eloTierney.
Bp.
cal high Mass by
restored to perfect health by this wonderful
instances they
quent sermon was preached by Rev. W. "Prescription." In many
were actually given up as hopeless by phyFaith."
subject
J. McGurk. His
was "
sicians and family doctors.
Golden Medical Dis" I have taken both your
Prof. Alois Bartschmid presided at the covery'
and 'Favorite Prescription £jr chronic
bladder," writes
uterus
of
the
and
organ for the first time since his appoint- inflammation
Mrs. M. A. Scott, of Park Rapids, Hubbard Co.,
trouble
which was
ment.
had
Minn. " I also
stomach
terribly distressing. I have been cured of all. I
years preon May 27, the Pope will canonize two had suffered untold misery for four
vious to taking your treatment, but began to feel
saints in the basilica of St. Peter's. It is the good
effect at once."
thirty years since a public ceremony of
Dr. Pierce's thousand - page illustrated
Sense Medthis kind took place. All canonizations, book, "The People's Common
ical Adviser " contains information of priceafter
Rome
had
fallen
period,
since that
less value to women. A paper-bound copy
receipt of 21
into tlie hands of tlie kingdom of Italy, will be sent absolutely free on
one-cent stamps to pay the cost of mailing
by l'ius IX. and Leo XIII, have taken only- Address World's Dispensary Medical
place privately in theVatican. The dome Association. Buffalo, N.Y. For a handsome
send 31 stamps.
of St. Peter's will not be illuminated on cloth-bound copy
the coming occasion as was lirst intended.
?"

'

A meeting of the district presidents of
the Young Ladies' Charitable Association
was held in the re.oms at 17 Worcester
street, Boston, Thursday, May 6, at 3.30.
Miss Power, Association president, presided, and announced that the permit to
build the addition to the home had been
granted. The presidents of the various
branches gave interesting accounts of tlie
work accomplished in their districts during the month. Miss Williams, of the
South End, was appointed secretary.
The Rev. Sylvester Malonk, a lifelong friend of the late Theodore Havemeyer, was the celebrant at the reejuiem
Mass for tlie deceased at the catheelral,
New York, on Thursday week. Abp.
Corrigan was present in the sanctuary,
accompanied by Fr. O'Farrell and Fr.
Lavelle. The Board of Trade, the Sugar
Trust, the Mutual Life Insurance Company and various other organizations with
which Mr. Haveineyer was connected
were represented at the funeral services.
The Montreal True Witness and Catholic Chronicle says: " In connection with
the testimonial to the distinguished Irish
authoress, Mrs. Sadlier, there has been
some confusion of names, which we unintentionally encouraged by calling her
\u25a0 Mrs. James A. Sadlier.' Mrs. Sadlier,
the authoress, is, as most of our readers
need hardly be informed, the widow of
the late Mr. James Sadlier. We regret
that through inadvertence this mistake
should havebeen continued in our columns.
Mr. James A. Sadlier was another member of the family."

Catholic

PRAYER BOOKS,
PEARL AND SILVER ROSARIES,
BOOKS OF DEVOTION,
GOLD AND SILVER MEDALS,
FRAMED PICTURES.
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and upwards.
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Furniture and Carpets,
739 WASHINGTON STREET,
Corner Dlx Place,
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Frothingtaam. Mernan & Co.,
173 Washington St.,
BOSTON.

CARPETS.
Have openeel their new spring line of

Carpets, Mattings, Rugs,
LINOLEUMS, Etc.,
AT THE LOWEST PRICES IN BOSTON.
A call from the readers of the Sacred Heart
Keview will convince them of the fact.

Second Cabin and First Cabin, to
and from England, Ireland, Scotland.
and all parts of the world, at lowest
rates.
Drafts at low rates.
Tickets to St. John, Halifax and British
Provinces.
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ones of any Protestant denomination, and
this is the result of the growth of many

centuries."

iFnamelirtel
I
I

THEBE were only 8,000 Catholics in
Cartki: Harrison. Chicago's newly elChina less than fifty years ago. Now ected mayor, was educated at St. Ignatius'
there are said to be more than 2,500,000 College. Chicago, anil his wife is a irraelthere.
uate of the convent of the Sisters of
A thirst was ordained recently at Mercy, New Orleans.
Zacatecas, Old Mexico, whose age was
Am*. Maktinelm, the apostolic deleseventy years. He was a scientist who gate, has received the e.llicial notice from
Produces a JET BLACK enamel grloss. Dustless,Odorless, Labor
desired to devote his closing years to the Rome that the title anil resilience of the
Saving. 5 and 1 o cent boxes. Try it on your Cycle Chain.
age
service of the altar. A man of that
present see of Jamestown, N. D., is to
J. L. PRESCOTT & CO.. NEW YORK.
is seldom promoted to the priesthood.
be removed to Fargo, N. D. The see
Tiik Rkv. John James Monaohan was embraces North Dakota, with Bp. Shanley
one had been consigned to oblivion. It State of Ohio, citv of Toledo, (
consecrated bishop of Wilmington in St. in charire.
Lucas countt.
\
Peter's Pro-Cathedral, Wilmington, Del.,
At the services in memory of Daniel was too aristocratic for trade.
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he Is
partner
the
senior
of
the
Ann
of
F.
J. Cheney
on Sunday last, by Cardinal Gibbons. Fr. O'Connell in London today Bp. Keane will
A Co., doing business in the City of Toledo,
and State aforesaid, and that said
M. P. Smitli of the Catholic University, be the orator. The London Catholic
Now that the open cars have once more County
Arm will pay the sum of ONE HUNDRED
Washington, was the preacher.
press has many columns devoted to the appeared upon our streets the practice of DOLLARS for each and every case of Catarrh
can not be cured by the use of Hall's
allowing people to stand between the seals that
Catarrh Cure.
Bp. Brondei. of Helena, Montana, great Irish leailer. anil a Milan paper has
FRANK .1. CHENEY.
says "In this diocese almost every priest published an illustrated edition containing has been revived. It is one that should
Sworn to before me and subscribed in my
not be countenanced under any condition. presence, this Oth day of December, A. D. 1886.
memory
an
address
in
of
O'Connell.
by
speaks half a dozen languages,and in every
Tlie space is barely wide enough to allow j seal
j
A. W. GLEASON,
Indian tribe in Montana Jesuits have been Lawyer Medas.
Notary Public.
>
seated, and
Another prince will followthe example of comfort to a person when
at work for years, composing dictionaHall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally and
directly on the blood ami mucous surries, prayers and Christian instructions in of Prince Max of Saxony anel devote if hi' has some one thrust before him. acts
of the system. Send for testimonials
shutting off the air and obstructing his faces
free.
every language used by the aborigines. himself te. the services of the Church. He
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
might
prison
view,
be
better be in a
cell
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
They had those of the Flathead, Cree and is Prince Philip Hohenlohe. a nephew of
as far as breathing anil moving space is
Nez Perces languages printed. They the late canlinalanel se>n of the late grand
have them in manuscript of the Cheyenne, master at the German imperial court. He concerned.
the Cre.w, the Blackfoot, the GrosVentre, wiil become a religie.us, entering the
U,IS
This suggests another car abuse which Only
Benedictine monastery at Leckau.
anil the Assiniboine."
seems to be growing. It proves that a
Inthe chapel of the seminary at GermanOn Tuesday the eleventh biennial of the great many believe that children have no
town, Pa., on May 2, Abp. Martinelli members of the Supreme Council of the rights that grown people are hound to reThey almost invariably make
celebrated solemn pontifical Mass when Catholic Knights of America assembled at spect
the priests of the Congregation of the Mobile, Ala., and adjourned today. High mites rise anil give up their places, notMission celebrated the feast of the trans- Mass was celebrated at the cathedral on withstaneling the fact that the fares of
lation of the relics of their sainted the opening day and a sermon was the little men and women have been paid.
founder, Vincent dc Paul. During the preached by the Rev. John Daly of PensaThe Stroller look out a delicate, sickly
V
dark days of the French Revolution these ce.la. Fla. A meeting followeel at the hall child for an airing one day last week, and Franoiseo.
Week.
paid
conductor,
relics
told
the
as
he
him
Equipment
had to be concealed lest the of the Gill Institute, where Gov. Joseph
two
of "The Overland Limited" la
precious
Pullnmn Palace Sleeping Can, Dining
fares, that he must not allow the girl to the finest.
furious mob might desecrate them. After F. Johnston and Mayor J. Curtis Bush welCars, Buffet, Library and Smoking Cars, all lighted
by Blntsch Gas and Steam Heated.
be
disturbed.
there
came
Presently
along
portion
the darkest
of this revolutionary comed the visitors to the state and city.
Descriptive pamphlets mailed upon application.}
an Amazonian- looking woman anil she atAddress?
W. MASSET,
storm had passed the pious and courageTravelingPassenger Agent,
Kennkdy,
The Rev. Thomas
or the tempted to remove the child, saying, as she
ous archbishop of Paris procured, at an
292 Washington St., Boston, or
R. TENBROECK,
did so, "I want that seat."
almost fabulous cost, a richly-carved sil- "soldier-priest," as he is known throughGen'l Eastern Agent, 287 Broadway, New;York.
Island, will observe the twentyLong
out
E. L. LOMAX,
madam,"
the
Stroller
me,
Pardon
rever shrine as their resting-place, and
"
DICKINSON,
E.
Gen'l Paas'r and Ticket Agent,
General Manager,
ordered them, with all pomp and rev- fifth anniversary of his ordination June plied, "but I have paid for it."
Omaha, Neb.
"Well," was the indignant answer, "I
erence, to be solemnly carrieel through the 27, at St. Malachi's Orphanage. Fr.
Kennedy
Army
entered
the
Union
when
don't see why I should stand while a brat
streets of Paris from his cathedral to the
church that stands on Rue dc Sevres, (Hiiteyoung, as a drummer-boy, and on be- like thatis sitting down."
ing wounded at the battle of Bull Run
If she had been less impertinent the
where they now repose. It is to comconveyed to a hospital in charge of Stroller would have invited her to take
was
memorate this glorious translation that
Slaters e.f Charity. From his holy his place; but as he recalleel her as a
i he feast of last Sunday was instituted. the
PUBLISHERS, BOOKSELLERS
nurses came the first inspiration te. enter woman who was in the habit of haunting
The Lutheran Observer of Philadelphia a religious life, and on regaining his
and dealers in
the dry goods she.ps,whereshe was always
CHURCH GOODS,
says "The remarkable elemonstration in health he began te. study for the ministry
sampling fabrics without buying anything,
Have removed to the spacious store
honor of Abp. Ryan, of this city, last at Alleghany, and aftiT six years was or- he came
to the conclusion that she was
week, has brought prominently to public dained by Bp. Ryan, of Buffalo. He was
as able to hold on to a strap as he
notice the many agencies of the Roman placed in charge of the parish e.f Ce.n.na. eiuitchimself. This
was
was not gallant, but
£ Bargains in Catholic Books and
Catholic Church for the education of her L. 1., but was compelled, on account of
Religious Goods.
it displayed a great deal of human nature.
Drafts on the Bank of Ireland.
people and f e>r the care and support of the his health, to resign from his parochial The Stroller does not pretend to be a
Passage Tickets on all the Steamship
Linei to and from Europe
poor and needy, the sick and the atllicted. duties anil accept the charge of chaplain Chevalier Bayard.
It must be admitted that in number and of St. Malachi's Orphange for Boys.
ac
s\-'clA-ss cr]ACJQs\c?^
variety her institutions and ministrations
DuiiiNiihis rambles through one of the
of benevolence and mercy surpass those
Grand National Prize of
parks, recently, the Stroller heard an exI 6,600 franc* at Pari* < £
4 l
THE STROLLER.
of Protestant churches generally. Her
clamation which created considerable
hospitals and asylums, homes for the
amusement among the crowd moving
'?
BLs»BBrNGBbrighten as they take their
poor, 1 he orphans and the aged; her reslowly along the pathway. A young man
treats, reformatories, schoe.ls, convents flight." A verifier of papers, with whom passed
swiftly on his bicycle, and as he
had
acquainted,
for
4. Possesses in the highest degree the en- |£
and many other institutions peculiar to the Stroller is
presented to the gaze an unusually
did
so
he
re act ive properties of Peruvian Bark.
herself are more numerous than similar years a wooden leg, one of the kinel
? 5 Endorsed by the medical faculty as the ?J W,
symmetrical pair of calves that were in
remedy for Fever and Ague, Mai- t *L,
best
Silas
by
Wegg,
who ocI
which was worn
marked contrast to those of other speedg, 3 aria. Poorness of the Blood, General £ m
casionally dropped int.. poetry fe.r the
?tj t Debility and Wasting Diseases ; In- « B>
ers. An old lady, evidently from the
8
the Appetite, Strengthens the £ 7B
Golden Dustman. It was an emphatic country,in the procession of promenaders, *<fl creases
Nerves and builds up the entire system. ? (\u25ba
felt,
anil it ii;ii 111-< 1
true
leir that made itself
i
Paris: 22 Rue Drouot
< *.
the rider for a moment. Then
E. FOUGERA & CO. \ fi
74 New York:
sympathy for its owner. lie se.hi surveyed
much
26-30
N.
William
St.
fr«
ejaculated:
or a stranger ? many papers with the aid of that bit of she snilfed scornfully, and
twenty
"You
tell
me those legs ain't stinted."
can't
timber, but in an evil hour his friends
little
You
ir«>t together and bought him an artificial
risk it
fills a long-felt want in every Catholic
An Interesting Sight.
leg on an Improved pattern which, when
household. It contains everything necesa it was covered, looked exactly like a limb
to be need in administering tin- last
Of all the curious exhibitions which sary
Sai raiiK-nts. Every Catholic family should
made by nature. lie 1 wore it, and what have been held in this city in the last few send
are
fur one of then catalogues.
was the1 result- His t raele dropped e.ll 'anil months, none has interested a larger numand
of
the
Exhibition
ber
of
than
people
he' was no more regarded as a cripple,
YOU CAN BUY
Unique Chairs now in progress at the
stares
who deserved assistance from the benev- Paine furniture warerooms. Never beolently elisposeel. ll.' grew gloomy and fore, probably, in any city has there been
lean on Scott's
misanthropic, and saiel,
Heaven save us collected in one group such a curious
a
to
assortment of odd frames and shapes.
It
from our friends," or words to thateffect.
The visitor is sure to And some chair that
Cheaper than yon can make
patronmore
What shall I elo te. recover my
twenty
he wants in the large assortment.
them at home at
askeel
the
Stroller.
age?"
he
a
trust
your
friend,"
old
Etetorn t<»
was the
Wk have just reeeeiveel fre.m the Honian
Silver-Plate Co., Cincinnati, 0., a very neat
can trust
reply.
pamphlet containing a sheet, Interesting
??A happy thought," saiel the newsman. ste.ry, anil alse. giving
"t
a
us
the- elitlere'iit articles contained in their
was ne.i without a sense of humor.
who
niime're.us
testiabout
Sie-k Call Outfit, as we'll as
173 TREMONT ST., BOSTON.
When tbe Stroller saw him the other monials fre.m many of the leading clergy.lay the wooden leg ..f his earlier .lavs men e.f tiw Catholic Church, including sevWhen writing for prices, Mute
8®** taken
eral archbishops. The outfit is not only length
w a-thrust prominently forward, anil he practical,
from front of collar to the
artistic', ami is a great conbut
is
Scott & Bowns, Chamiata, New York.
was doing a rushing business. The patent venience feer the' priests allel people, and ground.
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Which would you rather
friend of
trust? An old,
years,
health
may have
with
left. Will you
arranger? If you have
cough,
losing flesh, if
weak
pale, if consumption
you in the face,
Emulsion.
friend
thouhas been
than
sands for
it and
They
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Let
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Maison

riadame riar.ier,

MAY.
Our lady's month, when

nod

flowers I.l.><> 111 and

Their merry welcome to the sunny days,
Our Mother's month, when nearer seems
the Cud
Who i rod with her earth's simple lowly
ways
Sweet Miiy.ihe.il month of fragrant joy and
grace,
Bring In e.nr loved >ni' <l<-<-< 1-* of pure-st
love.
Bring t.iees ilimi thi'V mnv nil niir faults
efface?
Through them our batquSS may reach
the' Port above.
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TWO SOLDIERS OF FORTUNE.

poured in ; two of his men fell; the others, yon? You look awfully done up, and no
as they had been instructed, sought refuse wonder, such pluck as you have shown
behind the surrounding rocks. Koran in- today, sir," rattled em Tommy, trying to
stant he stood there motionless, then, as hide his emotion by chattering, (or his
if the two silent, blue-coated figures lying kindly heart was full to overflowing.
beside him inspired him with a wild de" Je suis, je suis," whispered the priest,
sire for revenge, he loaded and fired his brokenly, and his tall, gaunt form swayed
slightly.
gun again and again.
"My God!" cried the young officer,
"Is the man mad?" groaned Major
Barker as he hurriedly commanded the "he is dying. toe>, while I stand chattering here," and Tommy beckoned wildly
buglers to sound the "retreat." The corporal turned and waved his hanel as a sign for help.
Tearing off" his blouse he rolled it up
he had heard and went on calmly firing.
"Disobedience of orders!" fumed the into a pillow, then with loving care laid
the once powerful frame of the priest
Major, " I will put him under airiest."
veritibledemons,from
the gently down upon the bare earth.
Suddenly, like

surrounding rocks and ridges, from the
half-ruined tepees, swarmed a host of
BMGYAR .
BONESTEEL.
yelling Sioux; firing anil yelling they
straight for the tall, conspicuous
jove!
that came unpleasantly near, made
By
of the corporal; the rain of their
figure
Mr. Payne," exclaimed the senior major
bullets
was like the patter of hailstones
dodging
battalion,
of the cavalry
in a calm
on the hard, baked prairie. For an in-

AnArmy

Sketch Founded on Facts.

"

and dignified manner the unexpected rain
of Sioux bullets.
Yes, sir," answered little Mr. Payne,
familiarly known as "Tommy"; "They're
getting in a few bulls-eyes," he said,
straightening his youthful West Point
figure in an uncompromising attitude of
military exactness.
It is all very well for an old Indian
fighter like Major Barker to dodge, but
the junior " sub " would never hear the
last of it if he attempted such tactics.
Ping! pang! came the singing bullets,
cutting clean, long furrows in the short,
crisp buffalo grass.
Young Kerry, the boy bugler of " X "
troop, stopped one of the wicked leaden
missiles; it struck against the boy's body
with such a loud, sickening thud that
Tommy vaguely wondered why every one
did not stop firing long enough to see
what that terrible noise was.
Dodge, Tommy, dodge," commanded
Major Barker suddenly and sharply, and
almost unconsciously the youngster followed his senior's example, dropping
swiftly on one knee and coming rapidly to
the conclusion that there was no particular sense nor courage in making one's self
a target for an unseen foe.
" The red devils!" muttered the Major
savagely, as he glanced at the young
bugler's silent form. And so the brief,
fierce, unequal struggle went on.
It was the same old story ; the injustice
and rapacity of the lawless white settlers
had started the Indians on the war-path.
The small force of regulars had been sent
to bring back the Indians to their reservation and restore order ?\u25a0 and had about
succeeded, when, with a epicer, latent, savage love of ftghting,the Indians had opened
a treacherous, sudden fire from their rifles,
which they had concealed beneath their
blankets, upon the unsuspecting soldiers
sent to protect and defend their interests.

"

"
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*****
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stant he stood unharmed, then suddenly
he reeled and put his hand to his heart.
A shout of malignant triumph burst
from those savage throats. Almost Instautly It was caught up and merged into
a mighty shout of admiration and encouragement as a detachment of cavalry swept
into view and came tearing down the
slope of the opposite divide. Yelling like
mad they rode to the rescue of their comrade ; the range was too close for their
carbines, but their long cavalry pistols did
deadly work.
The light was over; the Indians knew
it and Instantly scattered to seek shelter
on the wide prairie where only an Indian
could hide.
The priest stoeid gazing with sad, inscrutable eyes on the ruin war had
wrought in one short hour; the wailing of
a baby from beneath a silent, blanketed
figure of a Sioux squaw caught his ear;
the squaw had fought even more savagely
than the men.
" Pauvre petite," murmured the priest,
softly, and stooping over the mother's
silent form, was about to lift the naked,
brown baby, when, with a fierce, sudden
strength, born of an unquenchable hate
of the "white man," the dying squaw
thrust her keen knife straight at the
heart of her benefactor; then without
moan or cty she sank back?dead.
" God have mercy on her," whispered
the priest gently.
A touch on his shoulder, he turned to
find a boyish corporal staneling at "attention." With grave soldierly salute the
young soldier spoke, " Father, I report
for absolution; I am mortally wounded."
"I hope not, my son," replied the priest,
and he threw his arm gently around the
slight, trim, blue-coated figure.
" I must make my confession, Father,"
whispered ihe boy faintly, the crisp
golden curls, damp wit ri the dew of eleath,
sinking slowly on the priest's shoulder.
Then with faltering accents and many'
a halt the boy's last confession was
made.
It was a strange scene; for a confessional the blue sky, the open prairie;
but the priest and penitent hei'ded i1 not.
The firing had ceased entirely now, but
scattered far and near lay many a silent
form in army blue and Indian blanket,
while in the dim distance the victorious
sepiadron of cavalry could lie seen still in
pursuit of the Hying foe, determined to
avenge as far as possible the treacherous
murder of their comrades.
" Ego te absolvo ab omnibns censurls
et peceatis, in nomine Palris, et Filii, et
Spiritus Sancti, Amen," murmured the
priest, almost inaudibly.
The blue eyes closed softly ; the boyish
form trembled slightly?and all was over.

Major, there are' two men who aren't
doing any dodging," murmured young
Payne reproachfully, as a slight lull in the
firing gave him a chance to look around
and take a good, long breath.
The Major's eye followed young Payne's
significant gesture, as he glanced over the
curious little battlefield.
At the foe.t of the divide, where the Indian tepees were huddled together, the
tall, slight figure of a Catholic priest
moved calmly to and fro, evidently ministering as far as possible to the wounded
on both sides.
Orderly after orderly had been sent to
command him to retire, but with a courteous "thank you" the priest had remained
on the scene.
Half way down the divide stood the
other man who wasn't eloing any dodging,
as Tommy expressed it. He was a tall,
?
a*
S
?
?
?
fair-haired, blue-eyed corporal, a mere boy
*
I
am
afraid
yon
Father,
are hurt,"
iv looks, in charge of the Gatling gun and
"
cried Mr. Payne; I see it is all over with
a small firing party.
The small, shining, wicked-looking gun poor Welner, the smartest corporal in our
did deadly work among the tepees; the troup, for all he looks a mere' boy; the
no doubt; he is a
" devil's gun," the Indians had named it. j fellow has a history,
With cries of fierce, sullen rage,
gentleman and a foreigner?some mother's
is i evenSioux rifle was turned upon the young I heart will ache today.
corporal; with deadly effect the bullets
" But, Father, can't I do something for

"
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Before the Held surgeon reached them,
the priest's tremblinglips had pronounced
faintly the familiar words, "Miserere
mci, Deus," the careworn hanel was
raised in benediction, and with a smile of
heavenly joy and peine the soldier of the
Cross went forth to meet the Master.
"Stabbed to the heart, as clean a
cut as I have ever saw," remarked the
doctor, briefly. " Wonderful men, these
Jesuits ; clean grit all through ! "
The newspapers devoted a scant paragraph or two to the sad day's work, and
that was the end of it.
But the cable bore these two messages
upon its swift current: '? Killed in Indian
fight, your son, Ernest Yon Iloiiptman.
Letter follows."
It w as aeldressed to an eminent member
of the Austrian court, a statesman of
world-wide fame.
The other message, which bore the address of a French maniuise, was not quite
so curt.
A mother and a marepiise must not be
told too abruptly. It read: " Your son.
Jesuit priest, mortally wounded and died
on the (held of duty. Accept sympathy.
Details follow." Both were signed. "Barker. Major U. S. Army."
"It cost a lot," reflected the Major.
then it isn't every day I am cabling
"thebutdeath
of an Austrian count and a
French marquis."

THE BOY WHO RECOMMENDED
HIMSELF.

May 15. I.S.IT.

"

Xe>, Charlie." gravely replied the
e.tli.'r boy, "that will not settle it
neither with Willie 1 nor with me. 1 can
noI disappoint him. A bargain is a bargain. The racquet is his, even if it hasn't
been delivered."
"(>h. let him have it." retorted Charlie,
angrily.
Fred Kenton. I will not say
that you are' a chump, but I'll predict that
you'll never make a successful business
man. You are too puni'tilious."
.le.lin Brent overheardthe conversation,
and he stepped le> a gap in tlie hedge, in
order to get a look at the boy who hail
such a high regard for his word.
"The lail has a good face, and is made
e.f the right sort of Stuff," was the millionaire's mental comment. "lie places
a proper value' upon his integrity, antl he
will succeed in business because he is
?

"

punctilious."
The next clay, while he was again working on his heilge'. John Brent overheard
am.l her conversation. Kred Fenton was
aiiaiii a partii'ipant in it.
to the circus lot."
" Fred, let us go over
the other boy saiel.
"The men are putting up tlie tents lor the' afternoon

performance."
Xo. Joe; I'd rather not," Fred saiel.
"'? But
why?"
"On account of Hie profanity. One
never hears anything go.nl on such occasions, anil I would aelvise you not to
go. My mother would not want me to
go."

Did she say you shouldn't?"
" Xo.
""Then Joe."
let us go. Ye.v will not be

obeying her orders."

dis-

" But I will be disobeying her wishes,"
insisted Fred. "No, I'll not go."
in thai
" That is another good point
A boy who
boy." thought John Brent.
respects his mother's wishes very rarely
goes wrong."
Two months later, John Brent advertised for a clerk in his factory, and there
were at least a dozen applicants.
1 can simply take your names anil
residences this morning." he said. "I'll
make Inquiries about you, and notify the
one whom I conclude to select."
Three of the' boys gave their names anil
residences.
'? What is your name?" he asked, as he
glanced at the fourth boy.
Fred Kenton, sir." was the reply.
John Brent remembered the name and
the boy.
He looked at him keenly
a pleased smile crossing his face.
may
You
stay," he said. " I've been
suited sooner than I expected to be," he
added, looking at the other boys and illsmissing them with a wave of his hand.
? Why did you take me?" asked Fred,
in surprise. " Why were inquiries not
necessary in my case? You do not know
me."
"I know Jem better than you think I
do," John Brent said, with a significant
smile.
" But I offerees you no recommendations," suggested Fred.
"My boy, it wasn't neecessary," reI overheard you replied John Brent,
commend yourself."
But as he felt disposed to enlighten Fred,
he told him about tlie two conversations
he had overheard.
Now, boys, this is a true story, ami
there is a moral in it. Yon are more frequently observed, and heard and overhearil. than you are aware of. Your
elders have a habit of making an estimate
of your mental and moral worth. You
can not keep late hours, lounge on the
corners, visit low places of amusement,
smoke cigarettes, and chair boys who are
better than you are. without older people's
making a note of your bad habits.
How much more forcibly ami creditably
pure speech, good breeding, honest purposes, anil parental respect would speak
in your behalf!

"

"

"

?

John Brent was trimming his hedge,
and the " snip, snip," of his shears was a
pleasing sound to his ears. In the rear
of him stretched a wide, smoothly-kept
lawn, in the centre of which stood his
residence, a handsome, massive modern
structure.
The owner of it was the man who, in
shabby attire, was trimming his hedge.
"A close, stingy old skinflint, I'll warrant," some boy is ready to say.
No, he wasn't. lie trimmed his own
hedge for recreation, as he was a man of
sedentary habits. His shabby clothes
were his working clothes, while those
wliich he wore on other occasions were
both neat and expensive; indeed, he was
very particular even about what are
known as the minor apppointnients of
dress.
Instead of being stingy he was exceedly liberal. He was always contributing to benevolent enterprises, and
helpingdeservingpeople, often when they
had not asked his help.
Just beyond the hedge was the public
sidewalk, anel two boys stopped opposite
to where he was at work, he on one side'
of the hedge, and they on the other.
"Halloa, Fred! That's a very handsome tennis racquet," one of them saiel.
"You paid about seven dollars for il.
didn't you? "
"Only six. Charlie," was the reply.
" Your old one is in prime older yet.
What will you take for it? "
'?I sold ii ii. Willie Bobbins for one
dollar and a half," replied Fred.
" Well, now, that was silly," eleclarcd
Charlie. " I'd have given you three' ehillars
for it."
"You are too late," replied Fred. "I
have promised it to Willie."
" Oh! you only promised it to him, eh?
And he's simply promised to pay for it, I
suppose? I'll give you three dollars cash
for it."
I can't do it, Charlie."
""You
can if you want to. A dollar
and a half more isn't to be sneezed at."
"Of course not," admitted Fredj -anel
Kil like'l., haw ii only I promised the
racquet to Willie' "
"But you are not bound to keep your
promise. Ye.v are at liberty lo take more
for it. Tell him that I offered you another
time as much, and that will settle it."

:
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"
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Many so-called remedies are
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large sales. But sales cannot

determinevalues. Sales simply
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puffery, or enormous advertis- IJj)',
ing. It's cures that count. It i>
,eS is cures that are counted on by I
|? Ayer's Sarsaparilla. Its sales j
Is might be boasted. It has the 1
S world for its market. But
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IrOisuh etter.
Yoi re welcome to my hand, my fine
blackthorn,
That grew in beauty under Erin's

skies,
Yonr blossom sweet on many a bright May

morn

Gave added fragrance to the summer's

sighs;
Upon your branch the brown-robed linnet
saDg,

The goldfinch chattered merrily his
lay,_
And at your feet the primrose joyous
sprang
To welcome your sweet blossom,'s
falling spray.
It moves the fount of memory to tears
To think this fine " kippeen" had
root upon
That Irish hillside, where my boyhood's
years
In careless glee and innocence sped
on!
I hear the lark with pulsing waves of
song,
Sweet herald of the dawn that knew

I

no care;

Across the gulf of time again I long
To feel the rapture of that matin
prayer.
And when they cut you down, my line

blackthorn,
They " saysoned " you, like bacon, in
the smoke
Above the ample hob, where night and

morn

The turf lire gave you heart and
strength of oak;
And 'round the lire I hear the welcome
cheer
That gushed in limpid music from the
heart.
When neighbor entered, with"God save all

here,"
And

THE
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" Banact-lat," as

he would slow

depart.
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built for the Southern Ilolel Co. by
tlie wellknown firm of Messrs. Samuel Hill of Cork, and when
completed will be among the finest
hotels to be found in the United
Kingdom. Both are situated in
the Kenmare district, one being
at Parknasilia, fifteen miles from
Kenmare on the north shore of the
Kenmare river, while the other is on
the main road between Glengaritfe
and Killarney. When the Hotels Co.
was formed, a few years ago, it acquired the existing hotels at Caragh
Lake, Killorglin, Waterville and
Parknasilia, thus creating a chain of
pleasant resting-places on the whole
sea front of the wild but beautiful
Yalentia promontory. The Parknasilia Hotel was found to be inadequate
for the patronageit immediately commanded, and the directors entered
into arrangements for the erection of
the present splendid structure. It
will be opened for business in the
course of a few weeks; it contains
forty chambers, drawing-rooms, sitting-rooms and all the necessary adjuncts, including a spacious diningroom capable of seating two hundred
people at table.
It is equipped
with Turkish baths, hot and cold seabaths, and is set in a beautiful
domain of one hundred and twenty
acres, including two islands in the
bay studded with arbutus and
kindred evergreens. The total cost
of the hotel is £13,000 ($65,000,)
and all the materials, including furnishings, are the product of Irish
hands.
The Kenmare Hotel, which was

You're welcome to my hand, for, like the opened on May
1, cost £10,000
rod
and
contains
thirty cham(§
5
0,000)
At Moses' touch bloomed in the
bers, with theusual sitting and smokdesert wild,
I see again dear Erin's verdant sod
ing accommodation, and is lighted
And every liower that on her bosom throughout by electricity.
Here also
smiled.
same
principle
the
of
providing
everySure you were nourished by the same soft
thing from Ireland has been followed,
rain.
Your veins were warmed by the same even to the gold and silver plate,
bright sun.
which was manufactured by a Dublin
And so at your kind touch I live again
firm. With the opening of these two
The joyous hours with which life's

-

morn h, 'gqn

Thf. remarkable spirit of enterprise displayed by the Southern Hotels Co., Limited, of Ireland, is undoubtedly a boon to the Green Isle.
Though but a few years since it was
organized it has done wonders in the
way of providing suitable accommodation for the hosts of tourists who
annually Hock to Ireland during the
summer months for pleasure and
sight-seeing. It was always the cry
of the tourist that Ireland lacked
proper accommodation, and on this
account alone thousands of tourists
who would otherwise gladly visit and
roam through Erin passed their holidays in other climes. Now, however,
this objection is quickly disappearing,
for during the past two years hotel
after hotel has sprung up in the localities where tourists need them
most.

Throughout the classic "King-

dom of Kerry," which nature has so
lavishly enriched with the sublime and
picturesque, the attractions are to be
further enhanced during the coming
summer by the opening of two new
and first-class hotels. They are being

magnificent hotels touring in Kerry,
always attractive, is bound to become
more so and perhaps on no stretch of
coast on the United Kingdom will
there be found such beautiful natural

W
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nervousness, etc.,
are due to a weakened condition of the nerve
of
consequent
brain,
centers
the
and a
insufficient supply of nerve fluiel to the nerves
throughout the whole body, rendering
the patient weak, irritable, tired, nervous and
completely unstrung. The cause of these
troubles are varied. Over-work, mentally or
********

physically, worry, over-exertion, continued
strain upon the nerves in any capacity, will
sooner or later result in some form of nervous
disorder. In such cases you will find that

Ouii kinsmen beneath the southern
cross in far-off Australia celebrated
Restores Health.
St. Patrick's day right royally, as our
Rev. O. O. Wiard, of Buffalo, N. V., says:
readers may imagine from the follow- "Hard work as pastor, editor and lecturer.
laced me in a condition which plainly told
ing extracts of a report copied from
must obtain relief. I was nervous ana comexhausted. Dr. Miles' Nervine promptthe Eastern Province Herald of Port pletely
ly
permanently

Dr. Miles' Nervine

?

Elizabeth :

ana
restored me to health."
All druggists guarantee tirst bottle benefits
or moneyrefunded. Book free. Address
I>r Miles Medical Co., Elkhart, Ind

?

On Wednesday night the local
Irishmen celebrated the day of their
patron saint with a grand banquet in
the town hall. The hall was tastefully decorated with national flags
and mottoes and national emblems.
The Mayor occupied the chair.
Mr. Dromgoole, in proposing "The
Day Wc Celebrate," said they were
celebrating the feast of their national
apostle. It was a day dear to the
hearts of all sons of Erin, no matter
in which of the four quarters of the
globe they might be situated, whether
beneath the skies of the southern cross
or on the vast prairies of the West.
Irishmen on this one day of the year,
irrespective of creed, sect, or politics,
sank their difference, congregated,
and amicably met to do honor to the
patron saint whose happy mission on
this earth was to shed the first light
of Christianity on their dear, beloved
land, the cradle of their race. It
was a matter for great regret that
that distinguishedand cultured orator
who was asked to propose this
toast was unable to be one of the
guests that evening. He referred to
the Rev. Fr. Ross. We have been
taunted, continued Mr. Dromgoole,
with being disloyal to the British
crown, and the poverty of our peasantry is caricatured as something for
ridicule. It was also said that it
would not be safe for the queen to
visit Ireland again. How absurd is
all this. But when Great Britain
wants her battles fought and won it
is the Irish regiments that are sent

out first to

lead the way. It has
also been frequently said of our

countrymen that we are unable to
govern ourselves, and that to grant
us our legislativeindependence would
be a misplaced confidence; but it is
a paradox quite that when our colonies want a governor and the leading empires of Europe a British ambassador it is generally an Irishman
who is selected to go, and the latest
recruit in the diplomatic service iB
Mr. Conyngham Green, also an Irishman, who has just been sent out to
Pretoria to see that the constitutional
[Concluded on page 398.]
Foil Sate.?At a great bargain, a threemanual pipe organ, in good condition.
Can be seen an 1 heard. For particulars,
apply to Q<acrge S. Hatchings, organ
builder, 2" and.".7 Irvington St., Boston,
Mass.
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scenery and splendid hotel accommodation as from Glengaviffe in the
county of Cork around the Kerry
coast-line to Caragh Lake, near Killorglin. Tourist traffic in Ireland
will undoubtedly receive a great impetus from such an importantand complete addition to the hotel facilities
of the south and west coasts.
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ever invented.
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If the disagreement of authorities
is frequently a source of perplexity,
on the other hand it offers quite as
often the opportunity of doing as
one pleases and having a good reason
for it. Mothers of young children
have lately been reading that a baby
need never cry, and that many ways
maybe suggested toprevent this condition. One, exploited by that modern
oracle of wisdom, a trained nurse,
says that if, from the very beginning,
at the first evidence of an intention
to scream, the infant's nose is
pinched between the fingers, and the
other hand laid over its mouth for
an instant, the operation repeated a
very few times as the need arises, the
baby will connect the uncomfortable
suffocation with its efforts to cry,
and forthwith desist. More than one
mother has pronounced this an
abominable remedy, and such will be
glad to adhere to the teachings of a
superintendent of a child's hospital,
who considers crying the proper
exercise for infants, and expects his
charges, as an evidence of health, to
cry at least four times a day.
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be used sparingly, and never iv the
latter part of the day. The surprises in the list are that coffee should
be allowed at all, that meat should
be provided in abundance, and fruit
sparingly. Finally, plenty of green
salad, with all the salad oil, in a
French dressing made with lemon,
that can be taken. Fat around tlie
nerves, she says, smooths them out

let this last, strongly imprinted impression be a soothing one. A gentle
voice, a short, easily comprehended
tale with no sadness, no tragedy, no
sharp elements of any sort, will send
the temporarily keen but fast succumbing facultiesoff into slumberland
under the best and most healthful
auspices. Lovely to the mothers if
they will enjoy these significant movery quickly.
ments of their children's lives, and
priceless to the growing character in
Writini;
baskets are seen octhe child's receptive powers if taken
casionally in lieu of boxes. They
advantageof.
are like a low, wide work-basket,
lined and perfumed, with cases on the
Wormwood boiled in vinegar and
under side of the cover for penholder, applied as hot as can be borne to a
pencil, scissors, paper-knife, and the sprain er bruise is an invaluable
rest of the writing needs. The remedy. The affected member should
stationery lies in the basket.
afterward be rolled in flannel to retain the heat.
The mustard mixed for ordinary
"Sugaringoff" parties are given
use at the table is too biting for cold
meats in sandwiches. Mrs. Lincoln's nowadays. The delicious new maple
formulu for such is a tablespoonful syrup is cooked until it is like wax,
each of butter and sugar worked to a and then, in place of the pure white
cream ; add to this two tablespoonfuls snow, piled up in bright tin pans,
of mustard mixed with one table- that is used by country cousins for
spoonful of salt. Beat an egg very their parties, clear, even blocks of ice
light and whip into the creamed mix- are substituted, and the hot, liquid
ture, adding a half-cup of vinegar wax poured upon them. This wax
heated to the boiling-point.
The is eaten with a fork, and toasted
\u25a0vinegar should thicken the mixture, crackers and pickles are served at the
and, if it does not, set the bowl over same time. Maple candy making
boiling water a few minutes, stirring and pulling also form part of the eveconstantly until thick.
ning's amusement.

An Association for the Improvement of Woman's Dress which exists

in Berlin had an exhibition in April
to interest the public in its work.
Recognizing, with rare sagacity, that
it is the stout and rather elderly
woman who is least amenable to
dress innovations, the association
offered a prize of twenty-five dollars
for the most stylish spring costume
suitable for a stout woman of an age
between thirty and fifty.

A writer on child-study considers
that equally important with the child's
waking hours should be the last of
the day. The mother who sits at her
little one's bed as the tired, small
frame is settling into repose will almost invariably find that the mind
just before sleep works with unusual,
if brief, clearness ; she will be wise to

A novelty shown by a woman just
home from abroad should be, and
possibly is, duplicated here. This is
a locked scent bottle. In the stopper
is a tiny lock fitted with an equally
tiny key, an arrangement which does
away witli the unexplained lowering
of the contents of one's perfume bottle.
Marion.

DOCTU
HRGASIVDEN P.

?

dollars searching for a

Mrs. Borer, in a diet suggested
for nervous persons, does not veto
coffee altogether. Once a day, at
breakfast, without sugar, it appears
in the list. White bread dried out in
the oven, and lean roast beef, steak,
or broiled chops three times a day
are permitted. Fruit she advises to

OUR IRISH

15, 1597.
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(Continue,!, from page -197.)

rights of British subjects in the
Transvaal are respected." This, he
was sorry to say, was the only time
the Irishmen of Port Elizabeth were
together, but he hoped the day was
not far distant when an Irish association would not only be a credit to
the exiled sons of Erin but a credit
to the city in which it was established.
Let them think more of- their impoverished kinsfolk at home and
stem the torrent of distress when
they could. Let them forget their differences in the past and try to kindle
the spark of true Irish feeling into the
Hame of ardent nationality. What
he desired was that where there had
been despondency there should be
hope, where there had been mistrust
there should be confidence, where
there had been alienation and hate
there should be woven the ties of
strong attachment between man and
Rev. W. J. Russell, in proposing
Our Countrymen at Home and
Abroad," said : It is an undoubted
fact that the Irish are an amalgam of
races, and this to some extent accounts for their versatility, volatility,
and
shall I say?volubility. We
are like so many streams that issue
from lofty mountain summits far
apart, and run into beds remote
and dissimilar, until, weary of their
isolation and loneliness, they effect a
confluence, and form a mighty river
on whose bosom flows the commerce
of a nation. There are abundant
signs of a closer union of all classes
and creeds of Irishmen, the skies are
brightening over us, and the dark
clouds of division and dissension are
being driven back, and an era of un-

"

"

?

exampled material prosperity, intellectual advancement and religious
A Convincing Letter From One of Mrs. Pinkham's Admirers.
toleration is dawning. We are the
No woman can look fresh ami fair who is Buffering from displacement e.f any most prolific race, possibly, in the
important organ. It is ridiculous lo suppose that such a tlillicully can be eared by civilized world. Other races are dyan artillcial support.
ing out of sheer exhaustion, and
Artitlcial supports make matters worse-, for they lake away all the chance of the
statesmen, scientists and statisticians

Florence Nightingale has come
to the defence of tea in print. She
thinks there is altogether too much
said against tea-drinking, and says
she would be very glad if any of the
tea-abusers would point out what to ligaments recovering their vigor ami tone. Use strengthens; the ligaments have a
work to tlo.
give to an English patient after a
Warn
If they grow flabby and refuse to hold the womb in
sleepless night instead of tea. It is
place, thtre is but one remedy, anil that is to strengthen
|(/
the almost universal testimony of
their fibres and draw the cords back Into their normal conEnglish men and women," she condition, thus righting the position of tho womb.
tinues, "who have undergone great
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound is designed
I'm- i hi- piirpe.se. and, taken in connection with
especially
riding
long
as
journeys
fatigue, such
Sanative' Wash, applied locally, will te.ne up the whole
her
or
for
stopping
sitting
up
without
F systi'tn, strengthening the cords e.r ligaments
several nights in succession, that they
Am woman who suspects that she lias this trouble?
3f
could do it best on an occasional cup
and she will know it by a dragging weight in the lower
abdomen, :rreat fatigue In walking?should promptly comof tea and nothing else."
\u25a0
mence the use of Lydia E. I'inkliam's Vegetable' Compouml.
If the ease is stubborn, write to Mrs. Pinkham, Lynn.
Needle-workers have discovered
Mass., stating freely all symptoms. You will re ceive a
H
that the threads of Madagascar grass
prompl letter e.f aih ice free of charge. All letters are
read and answered by women only. The following letter
curtains, pulled out, and used in
relates to an unusually severe case of displacement, which
place of embroidery silk, produce
was cured by the Pinkham remedies. Surely it is conexcellent results. This is the founvincing:
dation of the new grass embroidery.
" Lydla E Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
These threads never fade or fray,
Blooel Purifier cured me when the doctors
had given me up. I had spent hundreds of
and will stand washing.

"
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cure',

but found litlle

or ii" relief until I began the' Pinkham remedies. I had
female complaint so badly that for two years I could
not walk across the tloor. I also had local trouble, kidney, liver,
anel stomach trouble. The doctors saiel my case was hopeless. I bad taken only
four bottles e.f the Vegetable Compound and one of the Blood Purifier when I felt
like a new person. I am now cured, much to the surprise of my friends, for they
all gave me up to die. Now many of my lady friends aiv using Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound through my recommendation, and are' regaining heaitli. It has
also cured my little son of kidney trouble. I would advise every suffering woman in
the land to write to Mrs. Pinkham lor aid."?Mus. Emma Paxghokn, Alanson. Mich.

are investigating the cause. This
has never been an Irish difficulty.
We are not the exhausted seedlings
of an effete race, and so there is a
greater Ireland beyond the seas that
we toast this evening."
M. .1. Roche.
An Interesting Window.
There is a very Interesting and appropriate display In W. 11. Brine's window, Nos.
1and :i Tremont St. It ism. exactrepresentation e.f thee te.ml. e.f (.elicral (.rant, made
with small cakes e.f castile soap. Those
Whee We're- Heel f, irt II Hat c enOUgh t" be able
to go on t.. the recent celi'bratioii and have'
the
never had an opportunity e.fe.f seeing
its appeartomb, rim gel a vi't'.V fre.. id iele'll
It
perhaps,
this
model.
would be
ance bom
Interesting aUo.whilespeaking ofthe tomb,
in mention a very pleasant instance which
occurred In relation to the fund which was
raised to biiilel it. Mr. ISmm anel Mr. Derby e.f the Derby Desk Co., while In New
York together, and having a few hours thai
theycould spare, decided t<> x< tee Riverside
ami visit the- place which has become of so
much Interest to all patriotic Americans.
Curiously enough, it happened to be the
first day on which the subscription list was
opened, June 30th, 1880, and Messrs. Urineami Derby have the distinction ol being the
lirst ones to subscribe their names on that
list, so thatit remainedtor two Bostonians
tee have tin- honor of being tin- Ural donators to the fond. II must be-a very pleasant recollection for Mr. Urine to have, and
it is also pleasingto remember that although
people havesubscribed to this fund from all
eever the- world, thai Bolton should be Hie
first city represented in the list by twosuch
well known gentlemen as Mr. Brine and
Mr. Derby.

>
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Medical.
THE BATH.
Upon the necessity of systematic
bathing, a writer on health topics, in
a recent article, said :?
The skin has three uses ; to regulate
the temperature of the body, to protect the softer parts underneath, and
to throw off effete matter from the
perspiratory glands. Unpleasant results often come from a scald or burn
because the impurities which should
be thrown off are necessarily retained. There is great exaltation of
spirit from a daily bath.
Great harm, however, may come to
a delicate woman from indulging in
cold shower or plunge baths, wliich
may be salutary for a person of more
robust build. An anaemic, thinblooded person, or one whose heart
action is not vigorous, should be
careful even in taking tub baths.
More blood is called to the surface
when the whole body is exposed simultaneously to the water than the internal organs can spare, and the
heart is overworked. Night bathing
is not advisable for women. They
have usually exhausted their strength
during the day and need repose at
night. The bath may temporarily
stimulate, but unpleasant results are
liable to follow later.
Morning is the proper time for the
bath. The elimination of effete matter from the skin has not been excited during the night, and the
cleansing is necessary. The bath
should be taken in a room heated
from sixty-four to seventy-four degrees. The water should be fully as
cold and the temperature reduced as
the skin becomes accustomed to the
change from a warmer bath. Wash
cloths of silk or wool, loosely woven,
are preferable to cotton, and the hand
makes an excellent agent. A sponge
should never be used. It is harsh
in texture and is liable to harbor impurities. It is only safely used after
being plunged into a disinfectant.
To stimulate the pores by dry circulation a rotary motion is better than
the common method of rubbing. The
skin should be dried on a soft towel,
and not reddened by rough friction.
This irritates the pores and interrupts
their proper action. The glow some
people enjoy, if produced by the
friction of a harsh towel, is not healthful for the skin. The flesh brush,
except for the hands and feet, is not
good for the daily bath. The daily
use of soap, except where it is obviously necessary, is unwise, as it
dries too much of the oleaginous element of the skin, and if it is not thoroughly washed off it leaves another
kind of dirt in the pores. One complete soap bath in the week is sufficient
for the daily bather.
Warm baths, when taken oftener
than once a week, sap the skin too
heavily and are harmful. The destruction of the cuticle takes place
faster than it can be replaced. A
simple basin bath is best for the
delicate, and need take only from five
to ten minutes. It is merely a wetting and drying except on the mornings of the soap bath. Woolen slippers should be drawn on upon first
rising to prevent a chill from the cold
floor.
Sea baths, if they do not disagree
with the person, are usually beneficial, but care should be taken not to
remain in the water too long.
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anel Purposes e.f Kussia," by \V. K. M.
McCarthy; " Cheap TransportationIn the'
I'nitcei States," by .1. A Latcha; "The
short article on"The Neo-Maurlnes of Modern Greek as a Fighting Man," by li.
"Secret Societies in
Maredsous," with the usual interesting 1. Wheeler, an.l
America," by W. S. Harwood. The
Scientific Chronicle."
-lieerteT papers are by Mai Went, Rev. Dr.
Klker anel the Mexican minister, M.
Thk latest issue' e.f "The' Catholic Romero.
University Bulletin contains the discourse which the very reverend rector
recently delivered at Pittsburg, ami it
conveys a variety e.f Information regarding life- at the' University ami what is
being done by the' different departments.

latest Catholic, Scriptural, theological,
philosophical, historical, English literary
and other publications, and there is a

NeB
w ooks.
Pastoral Theology.
It is no small eulogy of Dr. Stang's excellent work em "Pastoral Theology"
tllllt a se'i-elllll edition e.f ii shOUld Se. se.e.ll
be needed to meet the demand for the
book. In this new edition, which conns
to us fre.m Messrs. Benziger Bros., New
York. Cincinnati and Chicago, who announce the price as 81.50 net, the few
typographical errors that crept int.. its
predecessor will be found corrected; certain passages that were criticized in the
tirst edition have their meaning made
clearer: a number of Important notes
have' i.e'e'ii added, and a new chapter Inserted; while the shape and size of the
work have alse> beenbettered. Dr. Stang,
who was for several years the rector e.f
SS. Peter and Paul's Cathedral, Providence, R. I-. before' ireiing to his present
post of vice-rector of the' American
College. I.ouvaiii. is wry we'll qualified
by experience to write on pastoral
theology, ami he has succeeded in compiling a volume that his reverend brethren
evidently find helpful and instructive.
judging by the demand which so quickly
exhausted the lirst edition. He divides
his work into three books, the lirst e.f
which treats of preaching and catechising; the second of the seven sacraments
in general and of each one in particular,
with three short chapters on sacramcntals: and the third of pastoral direction.
The work is line written especially for
the' clergy, and, as Its name indicates, it
deals with the variousduties of the priest
Who has charge of souls. It is a volume
which may well win a place for itself in
every clergyman's library, and which
would si'i'in to make an admirable' textl.e.ok for our ecclesiastical seminaries.

\u25a0?

FITCHBURG RAILROAD.

Wk. are' Indebted to the' Department of
the Interior. Washington, for two volumes, on.' dealing with the statistics e.f
the' insane, feeble-minded, deaf and dumb
and blind people e.f our population, and
THE SHORT LINE BETWEEN
??=s
the other with tlie vital ami social statis- BOSTON .-AND
tics of communities of more'than 100,000

Hoosac Tunnel Route

A kink reproduction ..f the Madonna
and Child forms the frontispiece of St.
Anthony's Messenger," which opens with
a Marian peie-ni by K. A. O'Reilly ami presents a number ..f either edifying ami Interesting articles appropriate for the
mont li or dealing with the devotion to St.
Anthony.

"

AND ALL POINTS
VCEST.

Lake Champlain Route
BETWEEN

BOSTON
AND

I'iik Indiana Bicycle Co.. Indianapolis, MONTREAL,
Ind.. the' makers of the Waverley wheel,
OTTAWA,
have published a little pamphlet, illusQUEBEC,
trated, setting forth the evolution of the
AND ALL CANADIAN POINTS.
to
beginning
in 1790
bicycle from its first
*>
Palace, Sleeping or Drawinr Room
the present day, and from the rude invenCars on all through trains.
graceful
tions e.f the' former age to such
For Time tables, space In Sleeping Cars, or
of any kind call on any Ticket
products of mechanical skill as the information
Agentot the Company or address
J. B. WATSON,
Waverley.
Gen'l Pass. Agent,

Boston. Mass.

Thk latest issue- e.f "Short Stories'*

contains fiction by such writers as l.mile
Souvestre, Frederic Ilalla. Belle Moses,
W. W. Jacobs, Emilia Pardo Bexan, W.
A. Curtis. Suzanne Antrobus, .lane liarlow, Alphonse Daudet. Lillian Corbet!
A Sodality Manual.
yon
The Apostleship e.f Prayer, 27-29 West Barnes. Anatole France, Nataly
anel
printed
Kxchsti'inh:
anel
is
well
York,
puts the members
li.th street, No*
of the Blessed Virgin's sodality under no Illustrated.
small obligations by publishing for them
B. 11 ki;i>hi:. it South Broadway, st.
at the low price of twenty-five cents (by Louis, has brought out in pamphlet form
mail thirty cents) a handsome 816 page
Style' in Composition," by Key. William
manual, bound in blue cloth, with silver
Poland, S. J., of St. Louis University,
lettering, containing a vast amount of In- who. in the twenty-live pages of this little
formation regarding the sodality of the brochure, has managed to condense a
Blessed Virgin, its statutes, rules,met hods vast amount of excellent and valuable
of business, meetings, devotions, etc., advice for young writers, and old one's,
etc., together with a line collection of too. for that matter. The price of the
hymns: and the work is made all the more pamphlet is but fifteen cents.
valuable' anel handy by an alphabetical index of its contents. The publishers anThe current issue of the "Mountaineer'
nounce a discount when quantities of shows a tine portrait of Bp. Allen, the
this manual are ordered.
head hitherto of Mount St. Mary's Collage, Kniinittsburg. Md., for a frontispiece, anil an appreciative sketch of his
VARIOUS NEW PUBLICATIONS.
life forms the initial article. Than are
Wb acknowledge the rei'eipt of the 27th several other goeid contributions, editoannual catalogue of the \V. ,1. Feeley <'... rials, college notes anil book notices,
of Providence, If. L, containing revised making, altogether, an excellent issue of
price lists of their products, which the this college monthly.
reverend clergy will llntl useful.
CONTRIBUTORS to the latest number of
The May number of "Our Parish Cal- the Hartford Seminary -Hecord" are
endar,'' the excellent monthly issued by Key. S. (i. Barnes, Love and Law?":
the Augustinian Fathers of Lawrence, Prof. C. C. Steams, -Christ and the
shows its usual excellence and must be Creed in Early Christian Art"; Key. o.
eagerly sought after by the Catholics of s. Davis, "Robinson's Controversies";
the Spicket City.
Prof. W. Walker. "Are Our Seminaries
Maintaining the Quality of < >ur M latsl ry F"
Tub "Voice of the Precious Blood." and Prof. C. 8. Heanlslee. -The Kingdom
published by the Sisters of the Precious of Heaven in the Gospels." The book
Blood. St. Ilyacinthc, P. Q., always conreviews e.f this Congreaational quarterly
tains a goodly amount of reading, in are numerous and.from its point of
prose and verse, that is admirably calcu- view, logical and noteworthy.
lated te. inspire the devotion which this
Thk features of the North American
publication seeks to promote.
Review" for this month are papers ..n
An excellent issue of the
Catholic "Henry Druminoinl." by lan Macl.aren;
University Bulletin" is the current num"The New England States," by 11. G.
ber, with articles from Rev. Dr. liran- Mulhall. K. S. S., and -A Constitutional
nan. who writes on"The Twofold Misfit,"by Prof, (ioldwin Smith, other
Authorship .if Scripture"; Walter M. papers of the number are Should Immille.tt'nian. "On Native Indian Pictoggration be Restricted? " by 8. G. CrasweD;
raphy ": Rev. Joseph H. McMahon, "Recent Achievements in Mountaineer??University Extension for Catholics"; ing," by Sir W. M. Conway: Evolution
Hesearch-Work in of the Naval Officer," by P. H. Coiotnb,
Charles 11. Ilaskins,
the' Vatican Archives ": and Dr. Shahnn's R. N\: "Exercise and Longevity." by
Instructive paper on"The Medici a] Prof. I). A. Sargent: -The Dingley
Teacher." The book reviews cover the fat ill' Hill." by Hon. K. P. Porter: -Plans
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NIAGARA FALLS,
CHICAGO,
ST. LOUIS,
CINCINNATI,

population.

Have been prescribed with great success for more
than 50 years by the leading physicians of Europe
in the treatment of female patients. Specially recommended for
POORNESS OF THE BLOOD AND CONSTITUTIONAL WEAKNESS.
Importedby E. FOUGERA & CO., af. Y.
To avoid imitations
BLAI'D ia stamped on
each pill.

"

"

Colleges and Academies.

BOSTON COLLEGE,

Conducted by Fathers of the Society ol Jesus

T. BROSNAHAN, S. J.
Catalogues

may be obtained at the

olic Bookstores.

Catb'

Academy of the Assumption,
Wellesl-ey Hills, Mass.
This Academy, situated in the suburbs of Boston,
is only a few miles from the city. It is on the line of
the Boston and Albany Railroad. The location is
one of the most healthful and picturesque in New
England. The grounds are extensive, affording ample advantage for out-door exercise. The curriculum
of studies is thorough and comprehensive, embracing
all the branches necessary for a refined education.
For particulars as to terms for boarders or day pupils
apply to SisterSuperior.
Attached to the Academy is a preparatory school
for boys between the ages of 5 and 14. The object of
this school is to give such a general education as will
fit pupils to enter college.

MT. ST. MARY'S COLLEGE,
Emmitsburg, Md.

Gon.lucteel by an Association of Secular
Clergymen, under the auspices of His Eminence, the Cardinal Archbishop ot Balti-

more.

Classical, Scientific
and
Commercial
Courses. Terms: $300.00 in Senior, and
?290.00 In Small Boys' Department.

Address

REV. EDW. P. ALLEN, D. D.,

President.

JVit. St. Mary's Academy,
MANCHESTER, N. H.
Boarding School for Young Ladies.
Please send for catalogue to

THE MOTHER SUPERIOR.

THE UNIVERSITY OF NOTRE DAME,

Notre Dame, Indiana.
Classics, Letters, Science, Law, Civil, Mechanical and Electrical engineering.
Thorough Preparatory and CommercialCourses.
Ecclealaatical atudenu at special rates.
Rooms Free. Junior or Senior Year, Collegiate
Courses. St. Edward's Hall, (or boys under 11.
The 105th Term will open September Bth, 1896.
Catalogues sent Free on application to
Vary Re¥. A. Morrtssey, C.S.C.. President.
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jAT LESS THAN COST!!

She.
It must have taken a great
deal of persistence on your part to
learn to play the violin so well.
NOT NEGLECT THIS RARE OPPORTUNITY.
I Our great special advance DO
sale at one-fifth price Is nearly over. During thefew days remaining we have determined to change the terms of pay- i
He.
It did. I had to go con- i imerit
to only half cash with order, balance on publication. This extra liberal concession, made in view of hard times and scarce money, will speedily W
a '\ exhaust the balance of our first edition, which has been especially set aside for advertising purposes. When these sets are distributed, our prices will be m
stantly armed for five years.
to 945.00 for precisely the same books. Do not delay your application for a single hour if you expect to secure a set of this latest and \
] 933.00
greatest
?

?

m

of all reference works

J
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never made to work, my darling.
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bet they're not going to. You can 4) FOUR MASSIVE
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m
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d) 10.000 Columns of Matter
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150,OOOVocabularyWordsand Subjects
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Encyclopaedic Articles
i 65.000 r
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I

made

Americans
4
FOR AMERICANS m
by our own educational staff of over 0
educators, spe- i
clalists and artistH. Ii stem,ls KhHo- W
lutely alone in its treatment eef the
lire subject, of our wonderful 0
W
to-day; covers every known Held of \
science, invention and discovery, with m
"'?'" M
»l*clal reports of V
-"""
populatieins,
statistics,
etc., received m
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4.000 Illustrations
last night.
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#16 Full Pages ot Plates in 17 Colors
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Well, if she 4) 48 Full Page Plates In Monotone
Percival Tootles.
wants to go around bragging about
f COST $250,000.
it, that's her privilege.
Initial payment,
I
0 Until June
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Patient.
Say, doctor?
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No other encyclopaedia will tio tier
up-to-date people. The thousands of
Bio«rapbies include those of living
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Partial List of Editors and Spscial Contributors.
strument in her hands, although he
Morris, of the Philadelphia.Academy ot^Natnral Sciences.
l[| Prof.
THE AMERICAN EDUCATOR will be completed shortly after ?
Daniel G. Brinton, A. M., of the Un.vers.ty of Pennsylvania.
Jn nfl«;Vhe tinishingtouchi.. .V..now being applied by an army of experts
thinks he has all the say in the matter. \s Prof.
Prof. Marcus Benjamin, Ph. D., of SmithsonianInstitution.
a set,
styles of
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Charlesi
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READ OUR GREAT SPECIAL OFFER.

'

binding?Cloth, at $36.00
and artjBtB. There will be only two
and Half-Russia, at $46.00 a set. In pursuance of our original and wellknown methods of advertising, we propose to secure immediate and widespread publicity for our new work by distributing the first edition at about
Mountain Observatory, C»l.
one-fifth regular prices, namely, 87.50 for the cloth style C4vols.) and
Swift, M. N. A. S., of Echo
Prof.
Bishop
of
the
M.
E.
Church.
the actual cost
Hurst,
!>.,
D.
1.1.. !>\u25a0»
SII.OO for Half-Russia, this being little more than half
Rev. John F.
.»i' making. By so doing we shall secure at once the inevitable verp r of. J. Mark Baldwin, Ph. I>., of Princeton University.
orders at oneRev. Wm. X. Ninde, D. D., L.L. D., Bishop of the M. K. Church.
diet of universal popular endorsement. These advance
Seminary.
fifth price must be accompanied by one-half cash, and our special price
Prof. Henry C. Vedder, D. D., of Crozer Theological
John Willis Ilaer, Esq., Gen. Secy Christian Endeavor Societies.
holds good only untilthe work is issued, or until enough eerders are received
Seminary, to exhaust the first edition, which may occur within the first few days. Not
Rev. lie*. T. Purves, D. D., L.L.. D., Princeton Theological
be supplied to any one applicant. Orders will be
Prof. Frederic A. Lucas, Ph. D., Curator, Department of Comparative more than two sets willrotation,
accepted and filled in
Anatomy, U. S. National Musenm.
as received, until the day of publication,
after
be supplied exceptat regular prices.
liolley,
Biology,
of
of
Pa.
which
time
sets
will
Prof,
M.,
I>.,
Prof. Charles Si.
A.
!*!.
late
U.
no

I' Prof. Mansfield Merrlman, C. E., Ph. I)., of Lehigh University.
Simon Newcomb, L.L. D., U. S. Naval Observatory.
the j ) Prof.
Prof. Amos Emerson Dolbear, Ph. D., Tuft's College, Mass.
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receipt
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A
You will receive Half-Russia)
MAUI mmm. g% pa. fax paa -a.
Send 83.75, if cloth style is desired, or 51.50, if Half-Russia.
to be sent on W
onrspecial advance price.the balance (83.T5 on cloth style, or 5.i.00 on
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Happy Bridegroom.
Waiter, I
M

Aunt

?

?

i
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?

SYNDICATE PUBLISHING CO.,

want dinnerfor two.
Vii ze lady and gentleWaiter.
man haf table d' hote or ;\ la carte?
Happy Bridegroom (generous to a like, that's all. Looks like our garBring ret, only wuss. Good day."
fault, but weak in French).
us some of both, and put lots of
He.
I am half dead today.
gravy on 'em.
She.
That is just like you. You
My never do anything thoroughly.
Mr. Spriggins (gently).
dear, a Boston man was shot at by a
It was an intelligent compositor
burglar, and his life was saved by a
who changed a
button which the bullet struck.
" miss is as good as
Mrs. Spriggins.
Well, what of a mile" to " a Miss as good as a
Mile." " There," he said to himself,
it?
Mu. Spriggins (meekly). Noth- with pardonable pride, " that means
ing, only the button must have been something."
?

FactsnF
d igures.

?

?

?

?

?

There are in the world 4G2 universities, with 10,554 professors and
184,490 students.

In some of the farming districts of
China, pigs are harnessed to small
wagons and made to draw them.

Some of the famous treasure ships
which lie at the bottom of the sea include L'Orient, sunk by Nelson at the
on.
Dollie. I took off my hat at the battle of the Nile, with $3,000,000
Mrs. Modus.
Well, George, theatre last night.
aboard; the Latune, sunk in the
Dora. You don't mean it?
you promised me a new bonnet.
Zuyder Zee with $7,000,000 in her
George.
Yes, I do."
I ? Promised you a
hold ; the Deßrake, lost off Delaware
" Whatever possessed you?"
new bonnet? Great Scott! When?
with Spanish bullion, and the
Bay
""What was the use of keeping it
Mrs. Modus.
Before you marship Golden Gate, which went down
ried me you swore that never should on? 1 was in the very back seat!" off Cape Hatteras while returning
disgrace rest upon my head through
from California in the fifties loaded
A story of how Mr. Richard
you ; and what do you call this shabby
with gold. Official statistics show
Henry Stoddardopened a tomato can
?

?

?

?

?

?

bonnet but a disgrace ?

Mr. Stoddard went into the
closet to open the can, and soon his
wife heard him talking vigorously.
What are you doing there, Mr.
"Stoddard?"
she asked.
"Opening a tomato can," he
is told.

He opened the door cautiously and,
poking his head in, in a suggestive
sort of way as if there were more to
follow, inquired, "Is this the editorial
rinktum ? "
said.
what, my friend ? "
" The
the rinktum, sinktum,
What with?" asked his wife.
Is
this
"
"
a knife," replied Mr.
sanctum, or such place, where the
" With "did
you think I was
Stoddard;
editors live? "
it with my teeth?"
opening
This
is
the
room,
yes,
editorial
"
'?
sir. Come in."
No," she said, " but from your
"No. I guess I won't come in. language I thought that you were
I wanted to see what a rinktum was opening it with prayer."

that two thousand vessels are sunk
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the rare and wonderful. M. Veritan's
colossal musical instrument was 320
feet in length, and on that account
was constructed in an open lot instead of in a harp factory. It was
most simple in construction, consisting of fifteen wires strung tightly between two poles. These wires were
of different sizes, the largest one
being one-sixth of an inch in diameter, and the smallest one-twelfth
of an inch. They were stretched
north and south, and inclined in such
a manner as to form an angle of
from twenty to thirty degrees with
the horizon. This queer instrument
was not intended as an exaggerated
toy, but was constructed for the express purpose of foretelling changes
in the weather, which were calculated
by Prof. Veritan according to the
different tones the instrument made
when the wind was blowingthrough it.

annually, the vessels and cargoes
being valued at $100,000,000. The
Atlantic and Pacific coasts are strewn
with old and new wrecks, many laden
with valuable cargoes.
The most gigantic harp ever constructed, as far as the record goes,
was that made by Veritan, the provost
of Burkli, near Basel, Switzerland,
in 1787. That was a long while ago,
but the fame of M. Veritan's gigantic harp was such that it is still oc-

casionally mentioned by writers on

HALL'S
Vegetable Sicilian

HAIR RENEWER
Will restore gray hair to its youthful color and beauty?will thicken
the growth of the hair?will prevent baldness, cure dandruff, and
all scalp diseases. A fine dressing.
The best hair restorer made.
E. P. Hall & Co., Props., Nashua, N. H.
Sold by all Druggists.

